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. Schulmeister crew finishes first in raft race 
by RALPH RESCHKE 
Herald Staff Writer 
KITIMAT-- An exuberant crew 
from the Willie Schulmeister raft 
crowed the finish line first in the 
llth annual Delta KMg Days raft 
race, held in Kitimat on Sunday, 
beating-, out the Kitimat Elks and 
Kitimat Booming Contractors en- 
tries in the process. 
The winning :team from Terrace 
covered tlie eight kilometre course 
in 46 minutes, but. according to 
crews from all three leading rafts, it 
was race for the finish right to the 
very end; with firstplace changing. 
hands about five times before the ahead and went onto win the race. 
race.was over. -In six years entering the event, the 
• . Sohulmeister raft has won first 
The Kitimat Elks raft, which won " place three times and placed third 
the race last year, was in the lead .. three times. 
until shortly before the finish line, ! 
when they hit a log and got spun Approximately 1O0 people lined 
~around. .. bothsides of the' river at the finish 
'The Schulmeister raft jump~ "line to watch the race, which is 
currently being organized by the 
Hooks and Crooks Social Club. 
Race organizer, Roger Turner, 
said that the procedure to start the 
racewas a little different this year, 
as the crews of each raft had to 
complete a QO yard dash across and 
a sto~ to get to their rafts. 
unce mere, it was every man for 
himself as the crews jostled for 
position, and made their way down 
the river. 
Last to finish the race this ysarj 
was the submersible raft entered by 
the lily Bird crew. The finished the 
race almost half an hour after the 
winners did. 
Although winners last year, the Kitimat Elks raft placed beforethe finish iine that knocked them out of the lea¢l, The 
second In this year's Delta King Days raft race on Sunday. first three finishers followed each other across the line only 
The crew blamed the loss of the race on a log they hit shortly !5 second apart. More Pictures on page 14. 
i r :1  e i • , ' 
; . , ! .  f ; , "  . 
The Willie Schulmeister team from Terrace earned first 
place in the Kitlmat Delta King Days raft race onSunday, 
beating lastyear's winners~ the Kiflmat Elks by a 15 second 
margin. ,Holding the victory cup is 'raft captain Willie 
Schulmeister. From left to right in the back row are Tom 
Schulmeister, Marvin Schulmeister; Paul Schulmeister, Ray: 
Scheper and Lawrence Schulmelster. Not shown Is 
remaining crew member, Henry Schulmelster. 
,Timber industry 
facesnew slump 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - -  After a 
year of strong sales and rising 
employment, he U.S. t imber in- 
dustryhas fallen into a slumpthat is
hitting especially hard in the in- 
duntry's heartland. 
Timber companies gorged 
themselves on lumber last year and 
the first quarter of 1984, reopening 
mills as housing construction picked 
up after the lean years of 1981-82. 
In the last six weeks, however, 
lumber and plywood prices hame 
fallen and mill inventories have 
swelled. More than 2,500 people have 
been or will be laid off this month in 
Oregon mills owned by 
Weyerhaeussr Co . ,  Ruseburg 
Lumber Co. and Publishers paper 
co. 
Industry representatives blame 
rising mortgage rates more than 
anything else. They also cite poor 
wdather, Canadian competition und 
misplaced trust in optimistic 
foi'ecasts. 
"EverYbody was predicting that 
this would be a pretty good year," 
said Weyerhaeuser cliairman 
Robert B. Wdson:• "It,s an election 
year, and typically that kind of thing 
has an effect on the markets. 
"And then, all of a sudden, the 
faucet got turned off." 
Lumber production for the week 
ending May 12 totalled 335 million 
board feet in 12 western States, said 
the Western Wood Products 
Association, a trade group. That was 
down five per cent from the same 
week in 1983. 
Shipments of lumber from mills 
totalled 313 million board feet, down 
i0 per cent from a year ago. 
Inventories welled to ~1.97 billion 
board feet, Up 17 per cent. 
+. "Many. mill s are. at the point M 
t 
f , WHy BUY 
VANCOUVER (CP) Bob Skelly 
defied the eddsmakers Sunday and 
was the surprise winner of the 
British Columbia New Democratic 
Party leadership. 
Skelly, 41, the member of the 
legislative assembly for Alberni, 
attracted the supporters of four 
other candidates a  they dropped off 
the ballot, then faced off against 
Victoria lawyel' David Vickers on 
the fifth ballot. 
The final count was 606 votes for 
Shelly, 452 for Vickers. 
L 
$killy*:defi s ........ NDP Oddmaker= i, With win 
His voice shaking, Skelly thanked 
the delegates for their support 
during the five-month campaign. 
He said, "I think we are goingto 
come out of this campaign much 
more unified and .much stronger 
than. ever. And, (Premier Bill) 
Bennett eat your heart out." 
"But,', Skelly warned the 
delegates, "Now the test begins; In 
where they are gomg to have to 
make a decision about curtailing 
and  9utting shifts," said Fred 
Reseburg, the association's director 
of economic services. 
He said Canadian imports are 
cutting deeper Into the U.S. market. 
Twelve billion board feet of 
Canadian lumber were bought in L 1986, there's going to be another 
19t~3, up from 11 billion in 1979 even : election 79,000 votes separated us 
though overall consumption fell. (from the Social Credit)in the last 
Falling prices were to blame for ~ election. They're going to be the 
• the 400 layoffs at Publishers Paper's 
Mdalla and Tillamook mills, said 
company spokesman Bill Lesh'. 
.Publishers president G. Web Ross, 
announcing the layoffs two weeks 
ago, told Molalla millworkers to 
protest federal budget deficits and 
' their effect on mortgage ~ates 
"There's too much lumber forced 
into a marketthat can't ake it all," 
said David Evans, editor of Random 
Lengths,' a market reporting 
newsletter. 
hardest votes we've ever won in our 
lives." 
MUST FIGHT 
Before that est comes; Skelly said 
the party must fight the upcoming 
federal election. 
,'The Conservatives and Liberals 
say they are going to make a 
comeback in British Columbia.. .  
We can beat hem beth together and 
we can boat them Separately. Let's 
do it." 
The new leader also paid tribute to 
+ 38 people, killed 
At |east 38 people were killed in man who' has not yet been identiiied 
died Sunday after apparently 
inhaling exhaust fumes from a 
faulty tailpipe. 
The two hitchhikers were 
discovered in the back of the truck, 
which was enclosed, when the driver 
stopped just outside Windsor, police 
said. They had been riding in the 
truck about an .hour. 
In another accident, Diane Wendy 
Donnelly, 25, of Toronto, was killed 
Saturday when the motorcyle on  
which she was a passenger was hit 
by a car being chased by police. 
There were 12 other traffic deaths 
and two (b'0wnings th Ontario. 
In Quebec, eight people died in 
traffic accidents', one person 
drowned and five ~ were killed in 
fires. 
There was one death reported in 
the Atlantic "provinces - when a 
• single-engine plane crashed near 
Bathurst, N.B. No deaths were 
reported in Newfoundland during 
the holiday weekend. 
In Saskatchewan, two people were 
killed in a two-vehicle crash near 
Macklin, about 200 kilometres west 
, of Saskatoon. There were no deaths 
reported in Alberta or Manitoba. 
accidents across Canada during the 
Victoria Day Weekend, including a 
bizarre mishap in Windsor, Ont., in 
which two hitchhikers travelling on 
the back of a pickup died from 
suspected  carbon monoxide 
poisoning. 
A survey by The Canadian Press 
from 6 p.m, Friday to 6 p.m. Monday 
local times showed 25, traffic 
fataUties, five drownings, five fire 
deaths,one death in a plane crash 
and the two suspected carbon 
monoxide deaths. 
'Windsor police said Nadlen 
Mah~se, 21!of Concord, Orit., and a 
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former leader Dave Barrett, who led 
the party:to victoryin 1972 and then 
suffered three successive defeats. 
Skelly promised a consultative 
leadershipand said he would travel 
the province talking to the con- 
stituency organizations, community 
groups and unions to develop new 
party• policies. 
Vickers, who has never held 
political office, had been expected to 
go one-on-one against Bill King, a 
former labor minister in Dave 
BarroWs gbvernment because the 
two were led the first two ballots. 
Vickers was gracious in defeat and 
moved the  traditional motion to 
make the selection of' Skelly 
unanimous. 
CItANCES THWARTED 
King's chances were thwaried 
when Dave Stupich, a party loyalist 
who early in the campaign had 
pledged support o King, freed his 
delegates after the third ballot. 
King ,dropped off the ballot after 
the fourth vote. Following a brief 
meeting with his organizers, King 
led his delegates through the middle 
of the convention fl~r, singing 
-Solidarity Forever and chanting 
Skelly's name. 
Margaret Birretl, who dropped off 
after the second ballot, ma~ched to 
Skelly with King. Graham Lea, 
dropped after the first ballot, had 
earlier committed his support to 
Stupich. 
Skelly was the youngest in the six- 
My race toreplaee Barrett, who was 
premier from 1972 to 1975. As 
Barrett met him at the podium and 
presented him to the cheering 
delegates, Skelly appeared slightly 
awestruck by the commotion. 
He spoke briefly, thanking his 
supporters, before being whisked off 
to a provincial caucus meeting. 
ON PARTY'S LEFT 
Skelly, the youngest candidate in 
the six-way race to replace Barrett, 
claims to reflect he policies of the 
party's left. 
In his speech Saturday, he told the 
delegates Saturday he Supports 
giHng aboriginal people the land-  
they claim they owned'in B.C. before 
Canada was settled by Europeans - -  
which the party's tated policy does 
not. 
' He said, "We must transform the 
economic order so we can guarantee 
a decent standard of living and a 
quality of life to all citizens." 
The former school teacher has 12 1 
years of experience in the 
legislature. However, he told the 
convention Saturday, "The days of 
effective Opposition (in the 
legislature) are over. We must 
become a party committed to 
proposig all possible solutions to .the 
problems... We must think and act 
like a party of government." 
Skelly's wife, Alexandra, said she 
knew all along that her husband > 
could win. She said it was just a 
matter of convincing the delegates. 
Mrs. Skelly expects to keep a low 
profile as wife of the leader of the 
Opposition because their children 
are still young - -a  daughter, Susan, 
is l0 and their son, Robbie, is eight.: 
The northwest chapter of the Appraisal 
Institute of Canada is pleased to announce 
the appointment of the incoming executive 
officers for this region, Standing from left 
to right are Steve Cullls (public relations), ,' 
Peter Lepold(chalrman), Gary Stanford 
(secretary), Clark Hlles (vice.chairman), = 
Rob Samson (treasurer). The executive 
wishes to thank the two outgoing directors, 
Bill Henderson and Jin Haffey for their 
efforts and assistance. 
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Amnesty 
charges 
El Salvador 
LONDON (AP) - -  Amnesty 
International ccused El Salvador's 
government today of ordering the 
• executions ofmany of the estimated 
40,000 people murdered there since 
1979 and interfering, with in- 
vestigations of the deaths. 
The. London-based human right~ 
group said there had been "blatant 
failure" by El Salvadoran 
authorities to investigate the 
killings, and charged that 
"authorities themselves lie behind 
the, wholesale extra judicial 
executions," 
"The Salvadoran crim nat justice 
system appeared to have totally 
collapsed" as far as the killings 
were concerned, said amnesty; 
which won the 1977 Nobel Peaeal 
Prize. 
Ina  report on Ei Salvador's 4½- 
year-old civil war, amnesty said 
authorities' manipulation of 
evidence, refusal to co-operate with 
international agencies seeking to 
identify the killers, and intimidation 
of lawyers, medical examiners and' 
witnesses all pointed to government 
involvement in the deaths. 
Without police investigatio.ns, the 
.government's claim that killings 
were carried out by right-wing 
extremists or the left-wing op-, 
position couldn't be verified, the 
report said. 
QUOTED D'AUBUiSSON 
Amnesty said its report was based 
on information from government 
sources, newspaper stories and 
Costa Rica modernizes its defence-forcesi / 
. . . .  SAN JOSE (AP) "- The govern- 
' meat  is modeimizing its defence 
forces with weapons from the United 
States because of increased tension 
with Nicaragua, but it denies there 
is any move away from Costa Rica's 
traditional neutral stance. ..... " ' 
"I know there are forces who want 
to see us  involved in the conflicts 
that unfortunately are being suf- 
fered by our Central American 
brothers," President .Luis Alberto 
Monge said in a recent speech. "But 
we, . . . ,  having no armY, have. 
proclaimed official neutrality in the 
conflicts of other natipns." 
But he also told reporters: "In an 
ideological battle' between 
totalitaiianism and demo.cracy, we 
are not neutral, we are on the Side of 
democracy." 
The newspaper La Nacion of San 
Jose later quoted Nicaraguan leader 
Daniel Ortega s contending that the 
~United States is trying to draw, Cesta 
~Rica into the Central .~JneHcan 
conflict. 
"Within the plans of the:United 
States to involve Costa Riea~i~ ' the 
Central +American drama"AS',!• the 
arrival Of troops: in the ne~( few 
months, including enginee~L~vho 
supposedly ~ build public W~rks," 
Ortega was quoled as r daying.'/~ 
RESPECTS NEUTRALITY 
U.S. officials h~tve sa id they  
respect Costa Rlca~s docision to atay 
neutral in Central 'AmeHC~*~:~,~ 
A U.S. diplomat sald in a recent 
interview:. "Neutrality does not 
necessarily mean Costa Rlea is 
• distancing Itself fr0m the United 
States. 
"Much of Costa Rica's friendship 
value li~s in its independence and 
the things it stands for. It would 
cheapen the coin if the portrayal of 
Costa Rica as a client state (of the 
[]  
United Stat~YbecomeS+¢r~di.ble'.".. :.+,least 60! days: 'to ~arr!ve, a ssul~.+. ~g .,-• ;~+..C~.,t,a/±:Rl,..~'~+~lelin.ed ;'take l 
' Costa Ried allows Lth+ Nicai'aguan ' Col~rgrem ' ~lsses a + •,securlty, pare, ,m. '  u: ,-ua.cxeo +, military [] 
~ - "" assistance su--lement manoeuvres in me region and has[] rebel Revolutionary ~emocrauc ,,~, ' • . • . . . . . . . .  • _ 
.... ' " " "c I retueeu m auow exercmes in its m Alliance to  keep its po|id a ' _ , , _  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  _ 
headquarter'in the. country,': but-it ': !S~eLw~;n  s ~ould be the ~ first waters" + ++ ' 
' has be~n:it~ing ~to avoid d~ect in- . ,.i~ . :  ! , /  . . . . . . . .  .^ + . . . .  s ize It alsorejected an American offer B 
volvement in central . . . .  eri~an ,teens + mmmry ,,m ,u, m,+ ' to let u s National - .'.: ~!..n " . . .Am + . : supplied to Costa Rica by the United . . . . . . . .  ? :, . . . . . . .  _~Guard,-tro0ps 
nosnuues .  • ' ' +'+ '+:" + :"+" + Sta~S~ : :/ omm a roau  mort8 uos[a  n ica  s tense 
! :There l~ave been savel'al:~berder '- .... ~::"~ .... "~ has been northern border , ~ • 
~idcidents 'With Niear'agun'i most ~vnm now.rotatory m:rms tents " :" + ' 
. . . . .  +1 . . . . .  +h~,.~..r.,,.m.~' Ma,, generally limited to unifo , . .. , Although +the,.immediate crisis at 
. . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'~ " ~" . . . . . .  ~ " ' " anu omer • '+q . t '  . , - -  k.~..~,,,. ++~sslnJ ~+-t  ^ f radio equipment, vehicles Pe.nas umncas .has eased, relahons 
p,mnm nlmno,, field gear . . . .  ' + betw~n. N carngua, nd +,Costa Rlca 
' Costa R/ea'+'+quicldy asked:, for a: : :  CostaRlea'Sconst,tu!,en prohibits re~li~ n ~:n~ec'o;,~'+.~,:.;.: ,;+~- ~ 
step-up in security aid it had a permanent standing army. • . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , ,s.eu an 
discussed with Washington earlier. 
The equipment sought includes 
4,000 M-I'6 rifles plus i mgrtars, 
grenade launchers,' machine-guns 
and recoilless rifles, usually used 
against anks. 
U.S. Ambassador Curtis Winsor, 
in an interview ith The Associated 
Press, said the weapons will take at 
Security Is provided by the rural and 
civil guard, civilian paramilitary 
organizations that number about 
8,000 and double as a police for~e. 
The 4,500 M.16s would supplement 
about.l,550 Galil rifles, which use the 
same ammunition, purchased 
recently from Israel and now issued 
to Costa Rica's border troops. 
agreement in Panama-on May 15 to 
• appo in t  h s!x-country commission to
try to' prevent!and-arbitrate border 
problems." : 
Two days later, Nicaragua sent 
more troops to its side of the border 
at Penas Blancas, saying it feared 
attack by U.S.-backed rebels in 
Costa Riea, 
Chinese manager survives leftist hostility- 
PEKING (AP)  - -  His em- 
ployees threatened to kill him 
and his wife ended up in a mental 
hospital under the strain. 
But shirt factory manager Bu 
Xinsheng persisted despite leftist 
hostility and has become a model 
reformer in Communist-ruled 
China's experiment with 
Capitalism. 
The 52.year-old tailor;s on met 
with Western reporters oveP the 
weekend to  tell • of his fight 
against he egalitarian policy of 
"eating rice from the great bowl 
of socialism." 
His story "showed the 
ramifications bf the Chinese 
leadership's drive to reverse Man 
Tse-tung's policy of equal pay 
and benefits for all - -  industrious 
and lazy alike. 
Bu's no:work, no-pay reforms 
at his small factory in Zhcjiang 
province's Halyan county, 
eastern China, has caused local 
resentment, national debate and 
the intervention of Communist 
party General Secretai'y Hu 
Yaobang on his behalf. - 
"Without he support of people 
at the top, there would be tei'rible 
pressure on ine and my factoFy," 
said Bu, who claims to earn 103 
yuan, or $51 U.S., a month, about 
30 per cent above national 
average. +.. 
A television play about him, an 
interview and editorial backing 
from the ~, party newspaper 
People's Daily have made ,Bu 
famous. His story has appeared 
in 33 major newspapers/since 
April 1983. 
RAISE EFFICIENCY " ' 
Although not a party member, 
Bu is a deputy to the National 
People's Congress, ' Where 
Premier Zhao Ziyang last week 
loosened more reins to- enable 
managers to raise efficiency.. 
Dressed in one of his.factory's 
pin.striped shirts, Bu told 
reporters he became fac'tory bess 
in 1979 shortly after a session of 
the llth Party Congress decided the state the equivalent of meticulous work and beautiful 
to further open China to. the $600,000 in profits and taxes for designing." 
outside world and adopt free- ,1984, Bu said. For some employees'and locai 
enterprise style incentives to ~. INTRObUCED BONUS Commtmist party +'cddres, the 
spur economic growth. ' To deal With malingerers ac- % efficiency drive, smacked too 
His reforms came thick and customed to free medical care much of capitalism -~ and hard 
fast: 
He introduced piece work, 
established the factory's own 
Double Leaf brand of shirts and 
marketed them directly. 
"If you don't work, you don't 
get paid," was his maxim., 
Previously, workers were paid 
regardless of output.• -~ 
He tuumed a;collapstng fa.ctory 
with about 100 workers into a 
'thriving "co-operative with 630 
employees and is adding 300 
more within the next month. 
Average montly, pay has 
doubled to about 70 yuan, or $35, 
and the factory plans to produce 
two million shirts this year, 
exporting 20 per cent to the 
United States, Japan and 
elsewhere. 
The plant should hand over to 
and open-ended sick leave, Bu 
introduced a bonus to reward 
those with no medical bills and a 
30-Per:cent' employee charge on 
large bills. 
He retired the middle-aged - 
work force in 1979 and hired a 
new one, average age 26. He 
dismissed eight !'shirkers" and 
threatened to dock i~aY or sack 
anyone producing faulty goods. 
He banned eating, drinking, 
whistling, newspaPer reading, 
and idle chatting in the workshop. 
Three-year veteran employees 
• with high output receive free 
housing. Others don't. Free 
kindergarten-to-high school 
education is provided, as are 
wedding parties. 
Bu chose a factory song and 
wrote the lyrics -- "Do 
work. They rebelled starting in 
1980. 
"I met some resentment from 
people who had their wages cut, 
were criticized or werefired," Bu 
said. :- 
"Some said if you fire m'e or +if 
you cut my wages, I 'm going to 
kill you.". Security guards i~ ae- 
compunied him home, 
His wife, a packer in the fac- 
tory, was le~t' alonemost nights. 
"She worried all.the time about 
everything," said Bu, especially 
when he was summoned' to 
Peking • for a meeting and there 
were rumors he would be 
executed as a.capitalist. 
She broke down and is now in a 
Shanghai mental hospital, Bu 
said, 
Panda diplomacy ,replaces old pingpong games 
/ 
GLAND, Switzerland (AP) - -  The March to Peking, where he finalized Fumd's headquarters in Switzerland. • a shortag.e of bamboo, the pandas' the fund, after some persevering, 
reclusive giant panda, the distinc- agreements including a $2-billion "And in this situation, the WWF principal food, in the remote rain manage to establish contact • and in 
testimony collected last July from tire black and white symbol of the credit, he announced that Tokyo will was ideally suited•to play the role of forests of the Wolong reserve in 1979 this led to an invitation for a 
survivors of death souada~acks. It world conservation m~nt~ha~s do nate~30~000, . . . . . . . . . . .  + ,~9~t  ~oke.r,~+' ~ + .... . ....... .~,.+,,, : Si~lman~prbvince,' ~'. :;~.+::~':,=.,! ::' ':: ~+~q'~fftb~h'dele~dtib~rom+tlie~/:~up. 
-'~+~+i~~,~n+~+%~F~y'~t+i[i'++~++ - -.'1+'~,~r~t+'~r'~imcal ~;nlma~s[+rmg . '~'~ '~pa'+ann ~ mmt+t+~']+s +f ed~C+a'[l,on, WashingtQn w~+n't SloW,to c+ItCh•,.'+ : ~++.~: ~ -~,~.~ + :7+"! ~:":E' ,'.:~i::+!'~ +~lii~"t~va~+.litter slgn`~ that 
. officer Roberto d'Aubuisson to hack. friendship among China. Japm, the., foreign`:+t+~ffdirsi!';fl:n~,nee, the +n-,:j on+ +b,, m0~.t~J~eP0£m i+'P;re~Jdent.,•, F~A~CE-,S, TARVA•~.:~..~, ,.+ ..Y,,,,.+,+,~,.,'.,,,. +ennbled,~/,'-U~S :++eight:, +t:,m{~,orge 
• up its cfi~rge~' . . . . . . . . . .  ' '~ . . . .  ' ~t~P St~s  and ~h~ c~un~]e~, vironmen~ . a~e~,  ~-~'l#'adlng ~t~'a'gan ~'Visit'ed China the  White . . . .  AbOut •20 per cem ot me panua Schatier; to set'up a W0rldWildlife 
• It said d'Aubuisson, the far-right Panda diplomacy has replaced the newspapers, TV stars, advertising House contacted the World Wildlife population faces death from star- Fund panda research pr0jeet~ 
candidate recently defeated in the 
Salvadora~ presidential election, 
had stated that squads of soldiers 
were ordered to carry out killings 
and that fringe groups were not 
involved. 
Amnesty quoted a National Police 
defector as saying secret killtng 
missions were undertaken by 
specially trained police units who 
often disguised themselves as 
students or government opponents. 
A survivor of an attempted 
execution told amnesty researchers 
that he was arrested by men in 
plainclothes, interrogated under 
torture at security forces 
headquarters, lined up with others 
and shot i.n the head at close range. 
He was the only one to survive. 
The report said decapitated and 
disfigured corpses were routinely 
dumped in heavily patrolled areas 
near police or military establish- 
ments to intimidate the population. 
"The government's.total failure to 
make any effort to apprehend those 
who dispose of corpses in this way - -  
even though foreign investigators 
have often seen uniformed troops 
operating near these dumps - -  is a 
further clear indicator', of the 
government's involvement, the 
report said. 
LACKS RESOURCES 
It acknowledged El Salvador lacks 
resources to investigate killings, but 
said more significant is the 
government's lack of political will to 
investigate. 
The report said police are not 
carrying out routine investigation, 
medical authorities are not filing 
accurate or complete autopsy 
reports, and lawyers refuse to 
represent relatives of victims. 
Lawhers, forensic scientists, 
judges, witnesses and members of 
human rights groups who attempted 
to investigate disappearances and 
killings often became victims, it 
said. 
• In numerous instances of 
"disappearances" of foreigners, 
relatiyes and lawyers received no 
co-operation from authorities, the 
report siad. 
Amnesty said the family of U.S. 
reporter John Sullivan, who 
disappeared from his San Salvador 
hotel Dec. 28, 1980, got their first 
clue to his fate five months later 
after placing ads in a local 
newspaper asking for information. 
A reader told them where local 
officials supervised by security 
forces had buried the body of an 
American whose hands and head 
had been removed to conceal his 
identity. Six months later a body 
was exhumed at the spot. 
In February 1~3 it was identified 
by U.S. pathologists as Sullivan's. 
They said his wounds were con- 
sistent with death by detonation ofa 
stick of dynamite placed in the 
mouth.. 
pingpong diplomacy of the late 
1970s, said public affairsdirector 
David Mitchell of the World Wildlife 
Fund. 
The endangered pandas have 
offered Japan and China a golden 
opportunity to symbolize a growing 
friendship that replaces their 
historical animosity and distrust. 
Japanese Prime Minister 
Yasuhiro Nakasone has launched a
effort in his country to raise money 
for an international campaign to 
save the pandas. 
Shortly before Nakasone wentlast 
agencies, boy scouts, girl guides and 
industry joined in raising money for 
the panda. Toyota pre~nted the. 
panda project in" China with .20 
trucks and a land cruiser. 
RAISED $350,500 
Over $350,000 was raised by the 
beginning of May, when the Foreign 
Ministry also set an additional 
target of about $1 million. • 
"The panda is ideologically and 
culturally neutral and proved the 
sort of symbol Orientals like to deal 
in," Mitchell said r~ently in an 
interview at the World Wildlife 
Fund in America nd a "pennies for 
pandas" collection among children 
was organized. 
Resgan'wife, Nancy, was duly 
photographed handing over a 
cheque for $15,000 on a visit to the 
pandas at Peking zoo.. 
Top government circles in Bonn 
are reported to be debating what 
exactly Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
should contributeon his forthcoming 
China trip. 
This sudden rash of concern for 
the cuddly herbivores among world 
leaders has been prompted partly, by 
vation and the World Wildlife Fund 
needs to raise $2 million to carry out 
a ~oint project with the Chinese to 
save them. Only an estimoted 1,000 
pandas are left in the world• 
At the fund's inception 23 years 
ago, the panda was adopted as its 
symbol although no western 
.scientist had been allowed to visit 
them since the People's Republic 
was established in 1949. 
Under Man Tse-tung, China 
refused to have anything to do with 
the World Wildlife Fund. 
Only after Man's death in 1976 did 
Egypt fails making Sinai attractive 
ISMAILIA, Egypt (Reuter) --  In 
the two years since Egypt regained 
Sinai from Israel, the government 
has built homes, roads, and elec- 
tricity lines - -  but its goal of luring 
Egyptians to live there remains 
remote~ 
All abu Zeid, director of the Sinai 
Development Authority, says the 
government has built 12,000 new 
homes, resurfaced more thnn 750 
kiiometres of roads, laid' two water 
pipelines across the Suez Canal, and. 
extended electricity throughout the 
sparsely populated peninsula. 
"We cannot ask people to go and 
build a factory or a home there if 
they are not sure of finding water 
and adequate roads," said abu Zeid. 
to 
Thus, the government as already 
spent more than $100 million on 
infrastructure. 
Few Egyptians, however, have 
been tempted to give up the crowded 
Nile Delta: the current population of 
Sinai is 200,000. 
For strategic and economic 
reasons, the govern, meat hopes to 
raise that figure to between three 
million and five million. Egyptian 
defence planners believe a more 
densely populated Sinai would be a 
natural defence line against ex- 
ternal attack. 
A campaign to attract settlers 
from the rest of Egypt will begin in 
earnest in 1986, said abu Zeid. 
Meanwhile, the groundwork its 
being laid. A 1.5-kilometre two-lane 
tunnel under the Suez Canal near 
Sue~ opened in 1982. Ferries cross 
from lsmallia nd El Qantara, and a 
third ferry service at Serapeum, 
. south of Ismailia will be inaug~ated 
this yea/'. 
In the past, cars had to walt six 
hours to get across by ferry. Now it, 
takes only 30 to 45 minutes, abu Zeid 
said. 
Feasibility studies are examining 
job-creatinn projects in four sectors 
- -  tourism, agriculture, fishing, and 
•industry. 
Tourism holds the m'ost im- 
mediate promise. The Egyptian 
private sector is buildng a 150-rpom 
hotel at gas el Sudr on the Gulf of 
Suez and a healthspa nearby atthe 
site of ancient Pharaonic baths~ 
Another hotel at Rss Muhammad, 
Sinai's southern tip, is under study. 
".The tourist own built around St. 
Catherine's monastery, a 1,500-yeer. 
old church nsar~the site where 
Moues is said to have received the 
Ten Commandments, now is served 
by an airportland a+newr0ad. A 
motel is planned at nearby Wadi 
Raha, where' the late president 
Anwar. Sada[ had a vacation home. 
The government has settle about 
80,000 Sinai bedouins since April 
1982, encouraging them to take up 
agriculture and .fish farming, abe 
Zeid said. L 
The Geological Survey of Egypt 
Pandas had already been 0sed in 
China's forepgn +policy, ~l~ut dif. 
ferently. 
"The Chinese know the~at~ection 
with which pandas are held the 
world over so they would present a
pair to a foreign country as a'mark 
of their highest esteem," Mitchell 
said. 
,The last country to be awarded 
this honor was West Germany three 
years ago. The choice of West 
Berlin's zoo suggested tosome that 
this was also a snub to the Soviet 
Union. 
residents 
expects to invite tenders next year 
for construction Of a 600,000 tonne- 
per-year coal mine at Maghara, 
which would be the peninsula's first 
mining venture. 
Oil. isalready an important in- 
dustry in Sinai, where 2.7 million 
tonnes of crude were produced in 
1982, about eight per cent of Egypt's 
, total production. 
But while the ' government has 
succeeded so far in meeting in- 
frastructure development goals, the 
real test, developing productive 
sectors, lies ahead. 
"Th e only problem is that the 
money needed for agricultural, 
industrial and other projects is too 
much for our budget," said abu Zeid. 
. + 
Libertarians want government to sell assets 
PETERBOROUGH, Ont. (CP) -- 
The Libertarian Party of Canada 
wants the federal government tosell 
assets uch as real estate to pay off 
What the party says is a national 
debt of $150 billion, says its newly. 
elected leader. 
Victor Levis, 25, a comptroller for 
a Montreal import company, said in 
• an interview Monday a Libertarian 
study found the federal govern- 
meat's largest expenditure in the 
1983-84 fiscal year was $20 billion in 
interest payments on the debt. 
"What we found was that the 
government can't even afford to pay 
forthe interest on the debt, and the 
debt keeps getting larger," said 
.Levis, elected leader at the party's 
four -day convention at Trent 
University during the weekend, 
I f  the national debt were reduced, 
Canadians would be taxed less, he 
said, adding the issue will be part of 
the party's platform during the next 
federal election.. • 
Although it's.difficult to determine 
• the total valun of government assets, 
Levis said it's +between $50 b.iilion 
and $100 billion. 
The federal government owns a 
great deal of commercial property, 
including Petrn-Canada gasoline 
stationd + and the Queen Elizabeth 
Hotel in. Montreal, Levis said. 
"Why does the government eed a 
hotel?" he asked, 
The party, whose.sl0gan for the 
platform: free trade, balanced 
budgets, lower taxes, personal 
freedom 'and  government ac- 
countability. 
NOT ABOVE LAW 
: The slogan means "the law ap- 
plies to everyone," Levis said, "The 
government should not be above the 
law." 
to the nation;ldebt, he said, +adding citizens and government to share 
Libertarians want • the federal equally the benefits and liabilities of 
government to be+ more open about all 1:. ws. 
why it's runninga debt and how long Levis said governments don't 
it will take to pay it off, always respect a person/s right to 
Personal freedom is a key issue live as he wishes. 
for Libertarians, who believe in.+. For + example, the federal 
dividual rights +should+ not  + be "government regulates gambling and 
sacrificed to the rights of others. + the use of marljdana, Levis said. 
The partywill a lso  campaign on The convention's theme - -  Toward Although the Libertarian party 
election Is Equal. Laws for All the issue of greater government •the Rule of Law -- is described in a .+..d.0~m~'t'+:~ '+ co~, ,done either activity, 
Canadians, has five i~lanks in its 'accountability,especially in relation pamphlet as that which requires all , i~We:_a~ saying is that people 
, ++ ~~ +-i , .. ' + ' . :+s~'~ +~!,i~~,reedom to choose. 
. . . .  _ _ +_ • _ . , " + ,~" ,i~i:!!~T!~+e~'i~ye~i~ent x sts to serve 
Venezueh ks te _~_~_  ~_~.~lor  r r~_q~ I -+iJS'ndt'tbr{de~'~T°g°verntsn°tt° ~,  v~, rv  v~l ,~,~,  . 11  I11~ 1 rule. ln a.dem~taoy, the govern. 
. . . . .  | t }  ment is supposed to be the servant, 
CARACAS (Reuter) -- Venezuela 
supported a call Monday by four+ 
other Latin American countries for 
+easier foreign debt repaymcut 
terms but said debtor countries 
should be cautious about adopting ~
Joint action. 
Venezuela broadly agreed with the 
ideas expressed in a document 
issued over the weeknndby Mexico, 
Brazil, Argentina nd Colombia, the 
presidency said in a statement. 
But Venezuela did not sl~ln +the 
declaration becansi~ ofrefmal b~, the 
other countries to include a clause 
making any Joint action by Latin 
American debtors conditional on 
response by the creditor states to 
• their appeal, it.added. 
The four-country document called 
for a meeting of Lettn American 
foreign and economic ministers to 
discuss Joint action for achieving a
better deal on debt ecrvfce 
payments. +. 
Venezuela said it would 
taking part in such a meeting and 
regretted , that Mexico, l Brazill 
Argentina and Colombia had not 
given more consideration to the 
moderating clause proposed by 
Venezuela before i ssu ing  their 
declaration. 
Venezuela's ~q4-blllion foreign 
debt Is the fourth largest in Latin 
. ,A J~e ' r~t~a,  + + + 
and the people are master." 
Levis, who was elected deputy 
leader two years ago, became in. 
terim leader laSt r summer when 
former leader Nell Reynolds 
returned to his job as an editor a.t the 
Kingston Whig-Standard. 
The convention, attended by about 
100 delegates from across Canada, 
wrapped up .Monday. The party 
expects to field about 60 candidates 
In' tli6" fl~Xt feds~d] electiom 
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evento between the service e lu~ and the.B.C. ,Lung VANCOUVER (CP) ' - -City police'are condu.eting .an | " . " "Laf ld f r t~h~/~etab le$"  :
Association," says Graf, whois replacing Alan Sa~dercott internal investigation into an allegation that one 0fthesr / • " ' " : .  : " .'. ; ! : • 
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Wilt Graf 
The election of directors took place at the association's 
76th annual general meeting, held May 10 in Vancouver, 
and was attended Ipy GO dnlega~s from throughout B.C,. 
~,i,~ Dunds r~b.ed.,thr~gh; .the:,annual Christmas Seal 
~,,.Ca~paign, which last year~otalled over ~906,000, are used 
to combat all respiratory diseases through medical 
research grants, programs of public and professional 
education, school education . projects, patient 
rehabilitation and community services. 
Vancouver policeman to cross the border into Washington 
state.where he was arrested by U.S.. police.' ' 
His father, Minhael Cochrane, said Monday his son was 
taken across the border into Point Roberts on May 13, then 
was taken by boat to jall in Bellingham on the Waddngten 
mainland by Watcom County sheriff's officers. The only 
land route.between Point Roberts and Bellingham in- 
volves crossing Canadian territory. 
Conhrane was being held on a fugitive warrannt from 
the sheriff's departmentl in :Largo, Fla., where he is 
wanted on a charge of grand theft in a cdee involving. 
$20,000 in travellers' cheques, money and credit cards .  
NO ABDUCTION 
McNabb said earlier that the internal investigation had' 
"revealed nothing serious, such as .kidnapping or ab- 
duction, was involved," and that the man "went 
willingly.'" 
Roger B0ngie, director of consular operations for the 
federal External Affairs Department, said Monday he is 
aware of the incident. 
" I fa  Vancouver officer did take Cochr'ane across the 
border, but there was no collusion with U.S.. police, then 
there is no way we can interfere," Bougie said. 
Costs to increase 
TERRACF,-- Te~Tace residents may have to pay more 
to use and lent the facilities at the swimming pool and: 
arena,, according to AI McNiven, superintendent of parks 
and recreation. 
In a report to Terrace council Monday evening, Me- 
N,yen outlined fee increases offive per cent in club rates, 
seasons passes, private rentals, banquet room rentals, 
and a 10 per cent increase in swimming lessons. .. 
.Them will be no incenses however, in the.fees charged 
for 'skating, swimming and roller :skating;! ...... i: ' 
The report states.that the ineresses..are n cessary to 
offset inflationary costs. ' 
The matter has been forwarded to committee where a' 
recommendation will he made for the "next council 
meeting. 
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Live Demons  .trations 
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POWER •TOOLS 
L'UBRICATION EQUIPMENT 
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" 47.95: low' ' ' as 
$47.95 . . . .  P155-80R x!2  
$48.95 .. . .  P155-80R x!3  
$53,95 . . . .  P165-80R X13 
$54.95 .. . .  P185-80R x13 
: $63.95 .. . .  P185-75R x14 
$64.95  . . . .  P195.75R x14 
$65,95 .. . .  P205-75R X14 
$71.95 .. . .  P215-75R x14 
$67.95 ... .  P 205- 75 R x 15 
$71.95 ... .  P215-75Rx15 
$75.95 .... P225-75!~ x15  
$81.95 ... .  P235.75R x15 
• 700x15 (6 ply) TT 72.50 
¢750,X16 (e ply) TT 89.50 
800X16.5 ( i  ply)Tbls. 86 .50  
'~5.~C16.5 (O plyLTbts. .  94.50 
'~ 9~x l&P  (s ply) .trblS. 110,50 
• . .  , f ,  • , ~ : ,  
ALL PRICES • I !i:i! :; 
Ka/um Tire & Automo tive Supply " ' = 
' me w, n mmAt I ,  mma i f .  . i.: 
f . . . .  , -  
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dali herald     :SPORTS 
Oilers, Stanley ,Cup c:hamps 
By John Korobanik " Gretzky and goaltenders Goaltender Grant Fuhr Gretzky, has "shattered 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
There's a sign in the 
Edmonton Coliseum that 
boasts: "On the eighth day 
God created the Oilers." 
Well, it didn't exactly 
happen that way. 
Building the Oilers into 
the 1984 Stanley Cup 
~champions - - a title they 
claimed by boating New 
: York Islanders 5-2 
Saturday to take the Cup in 
five games -- was a long, 
painstaking process that 
began 10 years ago. 
Although many .will 
argue the first five years 
:were wasted in the now- 
defunct World Hockey 
Association, those early 
• years provided the fran- 
chise with the organization 
• that enabled it to enter the 
National Hockey League in 
1979 as the strongest of the 
four surviving WHA 
teams. 
That, however, wasn't 
very strong. The WHA 
teams -- Edmonton, 
Winnipeg, Quebec and 
Hartford - -  were only 
allowed to protect two 
goalies and two skaters. 
Fortunately for the 
Oilers one of those skaters 
was Wayne Gretzky, whom 
owner Peter Pocklington 
had purchased from 
Nelson Skalbania during 
the WHA's final year. 
Pocklington was so 
impressed with Gretzky's 
talents and had the con- 
fidence in coach Glen 
Esther and scout Barry 
Fraser to brazenly predict, 
• on the day Edmonton was 
accepted into the NHL: 
"In five years we will win 
the Stanley Cup." 
He was right, but it 
wasn't easy. 
The Offers began with 
Dave Dryden and Eddie 
Mio. They lost their fourth 
player, Beugt-Ake 
Gustafson through a 
technicality. 
The Oile~ built through 
the draft, concentrating on
speed, offence and puck 
handling, skills needed to 
play the freewheeling 
offensive style Satber 
wanted. He believed in the 
Enropean style after 
watching Winnipeg Jets, 
led by Bobby Hull and 
Europeans Anders Had- 
berg, U'If Nilssen and Kent 
Nilsson, constantly romp 
past the Oilers. 
"That team was as good 
as any team I've ever 
seen," Sather once said. 
"You steal ideas from 
everyone . . ,  and I. stole 
ideas from that hockey 
club." 
In1979 Edmonton 
drafted efenceman Kevin 
Lowe in the first round, 
centre Mark Messier in the 
third and winger Glenn 
Anderson in the fourth. 
In the expansion draft 
that summer the Oilers 
claimed forwards Dave 
Hunter, Dave Semenko 
and Dave Lumley - -  all 
were on their WHA roster 
-- and defenceman Lee 
Fogolin. Then they signed 
defenceman Charlie 
Huddy as a free agent. • 
So, although they began 
with only three protected 
players, by the time the 
Oilers skated in the NHL 
they had nine players who 
played roles in winning the 
Cup this weekend. 
In 1980 they drafted 
defenceman Paul C0.ffey in 
the first round, right- 
winger Jari Kurri in the 
fourth and goaltender 
Andy Moog in the seventh. 
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was their first pick in 1981. NHL records. But they 
"Of the seven 
(Edmonton) players 
chosen, for the all-star 
game in NewJersey, six 
were drafts," said Fraser, 
the man largely respon- 
sible for tl~e drafting. "You 
build a championship team 
through the draft and fill 
with trades." 
Satber made the key 
trades, usually in March, 
just before the trading 
deadline.. • 
weren't champions. 
The acquisition of 
McClelland and the shif- 
ting of Messier to centre 
from left wing in mid- 
season were the final 
minor adjustments that 
made them champions.- 
"We knew we would 
need four strong eentres if
we were to beat the 
Islanders," Sather said of ~ 
the moves. "We knew we 
had to do something to 
offset Bryan Trottfer. We 
knew McClelland was the 
type of tough, hard Worker 
who could do that job. And 
then we shifted Mark to 
centre and he gave us the 
advantage down the 
middle." , 
Five years after entering 
the NHL the Oilers are a 
tough, hard-hitting, 
powerful , skating ~ team 
with excellent- young 
goaltenders and the 
Trades brought Pat 
Hughes from Pittsburgh in 
198L Don Jackson from 
Minnesota and Kenny 
Linseman from 
Philadelphia in 1982, Willy 
Lindstrom from Winnipeg 
and Ravin McClelland 
from Pittsburgl~ ,in 1983. 
Along the way they 
signed defenceman Handy 
Gregg as a free agent and 
got Jaroslav Pouzar from highes t Scoring offence in 
Czechoslovakia . after league history. . 
drafting him in' 1982..: And,. as  Pocklington 
r . . . .  predicted, they. are  also 
MOOG GAVE CON- Stanley Cup champions. 
FIDENCE ,' 
Three years ago Mocg 
gave them the confidence 
to believe in themselves 
when his brilliant playoff . . . . .  
play helped them upset BY'David Jeesen  '~i' 
Montreal Canadiens and KITCHENER, Ont,(Cp) 
take New york to six - -The  year-long rivalry 
games• between Ottawa 67s and 
Kitchener ended Saturday 
The ldst two seasons wh@n the Rangers stum- 
they.' have owned the bled and fell at the finish 
Campbell Conference, and line. 
their offence, led by Ottawa captured Rs first 
ever Memorial Cup, 
l l I i m i l ~  draining Kitchener 
Ki t imat  Lacrosse teams met  some com.  
pet i t ion  f rom Pr ince  George  over  the 
weekend in a f i ve  d iv i s ion  lacrosse  tour .  
nament  he ld  a t  Taml t ik  a rena .  Shown in the 
p ic ture  is act ion  f rom Saturday 's  bantam 
gamewhen K i t imat  E lks  de feated  Pr ince  
George  car ibou  Stucco 18-1. 
. Memorial cup : : 
:::!Rangers stumble at finish line 
• Rangers' powerful offence 
N 
ILI I ~ - -  not with their superb 
8 I l l  L defence - -  but with two B d 
"Those two goals told me 
YOKOHAMA 
RADIAL 360 
A Premium Steel Belted Radial Tire 
at a Reasonable Pricel 
Save from '19 ® to '37 •® a Pair 
FROM 
*53.99 ..o. IS5/80R13 
INSTALLED 
3. ' Edmonton, Llnsemen 10 
(Oretzky, Huddy) O:~ (pp)' 
4. Edmonlon, Kurrl 14 (Coffey, 
Anderson) 4:$9 (pp} 
PENALTIES-- D• Softer NYI 4:19, 
Semenko Edm 10:23. 
' THIRD PERIOD 
,5. NY Islanders, LaFontelne 2 
(Flatley, Gillies) O.13 
6. NY Islanders, LaFontelne 3 
(Gillies)):~ 
7.  Edmonton, Lumbley 2 19:47 
PENALTY -- Fletley NYI 16:45. 
SHOTS ON GOAL BY 
NY Islanders 8.6 11,25 
Edmonton 9-5 9-23 
Goal - Smith, ~elanaon, NY 
Islanders; ~0og, Edmonton; 
Attendance- 11,499. 
ALL PABaENOER TInEI COVERED BY KAL TIRE'8 OWN ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN THEM. 
that we were somehow 
destined to win," said 
coach Ottawa Brian 
EDMONTON (CP)-- StanleyCup Kilrea, whose 67s rolled to 
final Saturday Night: ' 
SUN%MARY a 7-2 victory over the 
FIRST PERIOD Rangers. " l  think the guy 
I. Edmonlon, Gretzky 12 (kurrl) 
13:o8 ' upstairs wanted to give us "(Defenceman) Scott 
2 Edmonton Oretzky 13 (Kurri) a hand" - -~ , - -  . . . . . .  - - - • -',,- 
17 '26  . ' . . . . . .  . ~ " '~  . . . .  u ~ a ~ . a u  ~.uit.~;~ Up Wl t l l  
Suffer NYI 18:47. • ~¢:~;~UII. ~ two fluke goals.-- 
SECOND PERIOD ' The Rangers had won After John Tucker had 
the ' Ontario . Hockey 
League reg~ar, season 
title, needing the final 
weekend to boat out the 67s 
106 points to 102 - -  giving 
Kitchener the home-team 
berth in the Memorial Cup. • 
But then Ottawa defeated 
Kitchener 8-2 in the eight- 
point OHL playoff inal to 
advance to the national 
championships for the 
second time --  the first 
A c---*,.-M,*l BAT i  
Bias Belt I 
Summer I F.OM 
Tires .90 r '"JJ *48  
.0.45 *. 
A78x13 INSTALLED "" I 
N ~ 4 ~ ~ I  Coupon Expires May 28th, 1984 
CEDARLAND TIRE 
SERVICE LTD. 
! i Co#y Fleming 
Terraeo 
being in 1977-- as the 0I-IL 
champion. 
The Rangers dumped the 
67s 7-2 last Wednesday 
night o gain a bye into the 
final -- and tying the bead- 
to-head season record at 4. 
4-2. It had turned into a 
best-of-ll series with the 
rubber match Saturday. 
BARRETT BITTER 
No wonder Kltchener 
coach Tom Barrett was so 
bitter at .the outcome. 
" I  don't want to cry 
about bad bounces, but 
what can you say?" said 
Barrett, OHL coach of the  
year in his rookie season. 
"The thing is we could 
have leading 3-0 after the 
first five minutes. 
// 
4929 Kel lh 635.6170 
given Kitchener a ~.0 lead, 
Adam Creighton, a Buffalo 
Sabres'draft choice and 
the : ,  tcm'nament's . most 
valuable player, tied it I-I. 
after MacLellan's 
defensive lapse. 
Then Kitchener 
goaltender Ray LeBlanc 
gave up the puck in the 
corner to Ottawa's Phil 
Patterson who swung 
around and scored from a 
sharp angle.  Bruce 
Cassldy, a Chicago Black 
Hawks draft  choice, 
followed by ricocheting the 
puck off the glass and 
beating LeBlanc who had 
'left the net in anticipation 
of stopping it along the 
boards. 
Instead of leading after 
the first period as they had 
throughout theirfirst' hree 
wins in the tournaments, 
the Rangers were behind 3- 
1.  
"It.  just took, the;, heart 
right ottt of::the, m, L.s/dd 
Barrett, .,wh0se changers 
had outscored the op- 
position 24-1 in their three 
round-robin games. 
With the lead, the 67s' 
stalwart defence tightened 
as Cassidy and Patterson 
added their second goals of 
the game with others 
coming i from Brad Shaw 
and Gary Roberts. 
IN THE HUNT 
'Greg Puhalski got the 
other goal for the Rangers, 
who were appearing in 
their third Memorial' Cup 
final during the last four 
years--  they won in 1982 at 
Hull, Que. 
"What .a relief --= 10 
years is too long," said 
Kilrea, who during ~ those 
seasons has made the 67s 
contenders but never 
champions. "If I didn't 
have such a good owner 
(Howard Darwin), • I 
wouldn't have been around 
to enjoy this." 
And Kilrea, who earlier 
in the week dismissed 
rumors that he was after 
Toront6' ~; Maple-' .~:LeafS',,, 
coaching job, said: "What, 
are my plans? 
"Well, next week I'm 
going to the OHL draft and 
~tock up this team.". 
As many as 11 players 
may not be returning to the 
67s in 1984-85 with Roberts 
a possible first-round raft 
choice in June and Bill 
Bennett another possible 
selection. 
The 67s had finished 
second with a 2-1 record in 
round-robin play, beating 
Kamloops Junior Oilers of 
the Western Hockey 
League, 1-2, in the 
semifinal by a score of 7-2 
Thursday night. 
The 67s ended up losing 
just one of their 18 post- 
season games. 
The fourthpartic!pating 
team in the 66th Memorial 
Cup, Laval Voisins of the 
Quebec Major Junior 
Hockey League, were 
eliminated after finishing 
0-3. 
It was a disappointing 
'finish ~'Satllt'day for "tHe 
' 7~,241 , ;fans ~at-, lrdtehener 
• ,  Memorial:~ Auditorium. 
Their overwhelming 
support led to eight 
straight sellouts with the 
overall: attendance of 
53,207 falling just short of 
the record 54,090" set in 
1983 at Portland, Ort. 
Olympic basketball 
nine-country, single round,, kind of game so far in the Triano and Pasquale ach 
robin competition, 
Uruguay improved to 4-1. 
Horatio Lopez, who led 
all scorers with 27 points, 
gave Uruguay the triumph 
by scoring the final three 
points of the game in the 
last two seconds of 'play. 
• Canada, which led 17-4 
after four minutes of play 
and 50-42 at the half, was in 
foul trouble for much of the 
game. Uruguay went o the 
free-throw line 23 times, 
compared with seven for 
the Canadians. 
But it was an inability to 
control the boards that 
hurt the Canadians most 
when it counted. 
Guard Tony Simms of 
Toronto, who scored 20 
points, gave Canada n 89- 
88 lead with eight seconds 
left. Uruguay brought he 
ball back down" court and 
missed a shot, but Lopez 
got the rebound and was 
fouled. He tied the game 
with his first shot and 
missed his second free 
throw, but got the rebound 
and sank the winning 
points as time ran out, 
'A FLAT GAME' 
"We played their game, 
not ours," said head coach 
Jack Donohue of Ottawal 
"An indication was the last. 
'two points they got on us  
because of missed box-outs 
(rebounds) right in front of 
US. .  
"The fouls early affected 
how our people could play. 
Already by halftime, they 
had 10 points on foul shots. 
We can't afford to play like 
that• But that's how we 
played the second half, too. 
added 14. There were no 
games Sunday, 
Puerto Rico rebounded 
Monday night with a 93-92 
win over winless Argentina 
to improve its record to 3-2. 
Canada has two games 
remaining,: . against 
Panama tonight and Brazil 
on Wednesday night. A 
victory in either game 
clinches a berth in the Los 
Angeles Olympics. 
Indy rookie excited 
' INDIANAPOLIS (AP) --  Cuthbert, Que.,Tom Gloy, Vllleneuve Will be starting 
Roberto Guetrero, one of Al  Holbert and Emerson 
six drivers qualified to Fitt ipaldi ,  the tw0-time 
start the Indianapolis 500 world driving champion 
for the first time on Sun-. from Brazil. 
day, has learned the $2.5- • DOESN'T KNOW 
million race has no equal. Villeneuve, the slowest 
"I feel: like the race : 'of the rookie qualifiers at 
should have been two or 200.013, won't know until 
three weeks ago," he said Wednesday whether he'll 
Monday. "And we still be able to •race. He But- 
have a week to go. I 've feted aconcussion when he 
enjoyed it, but it is very crashed his backup racer 
different." during practice Thursday, 
Guerrero, 25, joined the  •and he' was still feeling 
Bignotti-Cotter team ,this sorenessin his neck and 
year, taking over the ride 'shoulders, 
that Tom Sneva had last "I've got'to have more 
year ,when' he scored his tests on Wednesday; I'll 
first victory at the 21/2-mile find out then," he said. 
oval.Guerrero moved into , If he is allowed to drive , 
lady cars this year, after 
two years of struggling on 
from' the middle of the 
ninth row• 
Guerrero, who began 
racing go-karts in his 
native land when he was 
12, doesn't hide his am- 
bition. 
"I want to become the 
best. I don't just want to be 
a winner, I want to be a 
e.hampion." 
He has no plans to make 
,an early dash for the lead. 
"It's a very long race. 
Five hundred miles is a 
.long distance and your 
starting position isn't that 
critical. If the car is going 
well, I think we have as 
good a chance as anybody. 
the Formula One circuit. - -  
Sport Shorts it," Guerrero said of the atmosphere at 
Indianapolis. "Just looking . • 
at the place and looking a t . .  ~ " 
those big stands is ex-  
citing," FRANKFURT, Weal: TOKYO (Router) --  
The Colombian placed Germany (Router) - -  West Japan Will send a 325. 
his IMarch-Cosworth on the Germany plans to increase member team, its largest 
inside of the third row with the size of its Olympic ever to be sent overseas, to 
a qualifying speed of team by about 30 per Cent the Summer Olympic 
205.717 miles an hour-- the because of the Soviet bloc Games in Los Angeles, an 
,lOth fastest in the field. He boycott of the Los Angeles 
is the second fastest lady Games, a West German 
rookie in the 33.car field, 
topped only by Michael 
Andretti at 207.467. 
The other newcomers, in
what may be the most 
experienced crop of lady 
rookies to start here, are 
Jacques Villeneuve of St- 
official said Monday. 
Kern said the Soviet bloc 
boycott probably mean~, 
West Germany now will 
qualify teams in soccer, 
men's and women's 
handball, men's basketball 
and women's volleyball. 
official of the Japan 
Olympic Committee an. 
nouneed Monday. 
The official said the size 
of the team, which is to 
include 218 track and field 
athletes, is subject to 
approval by the com- 
mittee's general meeting 
on Wednesday ..... 
SAO PAULO, Brazil 
(CP) --Canada's drive for 
a berth in the men's 
basketball competition at 
the Summer Olympics was 
slowed Monday night when 
Uruguay took a 91-89 upset 
victory at the Americas' 
zone qualifying i. tour. 
nament. 
The defeat was Canada's 
f irst in six games at the 
They were silly fouls. It 
was a fiat game." 
Jay Triano of Niagara 
. Falls, Ont., paced tile 
Canadian offence with 21 
points and fellow guard Eli 
Pasquale of Sudbury, Oat., 
added 18. But  the five 
tallest players on the team 
managed a total of just 18 
points between them. 
"We had 'avoided that 
tournament," Triano said. 
"Once you get into a close 
game with Latin, teams, 
anything can happen. 
• "They really wanted it 
and we fell as!~p/!  __ 
On Saturday, i Canada 
won its fifth straight with 
an . 89-75 victory over 
Puerto Rico. Simms was 
top scorer in that game 
with 27 points,, while 
i 
Uruguay upsets Canadians 
f 
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 Wht.e  Sox wm  sluggnng*conte,.. over  Kansas . . , . .  ; 
RonLKttiiedtovethfour i",ing ~t~:~;~;t*o.r.un ~itsand~,valke(lt'wobefore Chicago 3, ;ror0nto 0;  Detroit 5, Oakland 4; 31 Cincinnati Reds 2; LOs -~ ~ " m . . . . . .  1 " 
runs, three on a homer, home~" and drove . In oel~artlng, . with a blister on Detroit Tigers 4, Oakland California 4, New York 0; Angeles Dodgers 3, - -  • .; [~ 
and Carlton Fisk and another un.. n the third hlsrlghtindexfinger Both A's3; California Angeles 3 Seattle6, Boltimorehin10 Montreal Expos 2; | . (~ .~H~| . | .~  ~ '~ ~AL~.  
Harold Baines added four- with a Elngiei~ l|ft the Red St. Loulsrunsscor~on a New York Yankees 0; innings; Milwaukee 3, Philadelphia Phillies 7, , L t J~OI ILL&,O I t 'V~ ,~r t~ /~ ~ 
baggers as Chicago White SoxoverClev~tland~ndians single off reliever Frank Baltimore "Orioles,'. ' 5; Cleveland 0; Kansas City San Francisco Giants 4, ' l l H~thPt0 .  ~ '~".1~ 
Sox outslugged Kansas 6-3.. ;..; ~";~,ii; '~i ! DiPl,o,wh0"also struck SeattleMarin~rs'liBoston 6, Texas2, andMinnescta and New York Mets 4, San " i ~ ' ~ " ' ~ H  
City Royals 8-4 in Jerl~y Wiila#~slammed out seven Cardinals as he 5, Minnesota 4; Cleveland "7, Boston 0. . Diego Padres 2 in10 in- ' "  ~ ~  4 ~ ! ~  
American League baseball the first two ho~iers of his pitched the final 3 2-3 in- 3 Milwaukee Brewers 2 In National " League nings. 3) c ~ ~ , n ~ % "  .~P,.~]~lF~"r'~'~ J  
• " . '. " , • , ' guest r, ouse action Monday night, majorleagueeareer',both nings to earn his stxth save and Texas .~ Rangers "3, games Sunday, It was: On Saturday, it was: ~ w,~o~ ]~~. .~_[~gJ~|~ 
The Roy•is got home solo shots, for Cleveland. of the season. Kamas City 2. Chicago Cubs 10, Houston Chicago 5. Houston 4; ~ ~ .  ~ om~o ff~.~. ' .~a~ ---. "-=...~f~ 
. . . .  . !i-.!'.- _!'r!'r . . . .  runs from Darryi Motley, In the only other I n  American Le~ae On Saturday, i t  was" 3; Atlanta Braves 5, Pitt- Atlanta 4, Pittsburgh 2; ~.°~r~,~Tar~i"~lR~'~Jo~m ~. 
Steve Balbenl and John American League game games' S.dev. it was: Toronto ] Chicago 0 sburl~hPtratesl; St. bouis SnnDlego8, New York 3; I 'u''oY °urP'ans-I~:'~°wme" ' / ' - -  , '  
Wathan off winner Floyd scheduled ' l~onday; ' Los Angeles 5, Montreal 1; t _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Bannister,* 3-4. Alfredo Griffin raced home A E - -  ' " _ _  St. Louis 9 Cincinnati 1, I ~ n n s t o n :  u4o.~u.~ . 
Fisk began the power from third on a groundnut ~ f~ • • I ~ ~ IL~ a~/4mt  ~ I • IL~ ~ ~ and Phila(ielphia 6, San ) ~ = - _ . . . . . .  _;j 
parade with a Solo shot in by Dave Collins in the ~ ~ V I R ;  t ;~  ( : l~ i~P U O ~ U Francisco 2. 
eighth inning as Toronto 
Blue . . lays  edged the of breaki g p i visiting Minn sota Twins
3-, n torn ses  
RYAN FANS SEVEN 
Nolan Ryan struck out 
seven in five innings and 
drove io what proved to be 
the decisive run as the 
visiting HoUSton Astros 
edged St. Louis Cardinals 
3-2 in the only National 
League game Monday. 
Ryan. 5-2. vtelded two 
the first inning, his fifth of 
the season. Motley evened 
the score with his third 
homer in the bottom of the 
inning. 
Baines lammed his fifth 
of the year in the second, 
and Kittle began his big 
night with a sacrifice fly in 
the fifth, giving the White 
Sex a 4-11cad. He slammed 
his three-run homer in the 
seventh. 
In Boston, Rich Gedman 
capped a four-run, first 
Loccxl Sports Shorts 
PG do.pitch 
Four local ~eams were involved in a 24 team men's lo- 
• pitch tournament in Prince George on the weehend. 
, Terrace Builders ended up with the best record of three 
winsand two losses and placed tied for fifth overall in the 
double knockout draw. 
They opened the tournament with a 4-3 last inn~g win 
over P.O. Engine Rebuilders and then lost their next 
game 13-10 to Mr. Big and Tall. In that game they gave up 
12 runs in the first inning before settling down to make the 
gamo close. 
Terrace Builders. then won their next two games on the 
bottom side of the draw before being eliminated by Auto 
Magic 11-2. 
Kckanee Kings of Terrace nded the tournament with a 
record of 2-2. They lest their first game 11-2 to Palm 
Dairies. They then came hack to win. their next two 
games before meeting up with Palm Dairies again who 
handed them their second loss 4-2. 
Williams Movers won a close on in their first gee  of the 
tournament 2-1 over Beeton Pizza. They then lost their 
.ext two game 12-6 to Western Stars and 3-0 to Wazoo Kids 
of Dawson Creek. 
SKB Wreckers lest their first two games of the double 
knockout ournament and then came back to win the 
LOS ANGELES (AP).-- Romania to join " the Committee officials in 
The top official of the Los Eastern bloc boycott. Lausanne, Switzerland, 
last week that there would theAngeleSsovietOlympiCSunionaCCUSedon l~m nia is the only be no pressure or influence 
Monday of breaking its Eastern bloc country that appl ied on other NOCs," 
promise not to pressure hasn't joined the boycott, said Ueberroth. 
other countries to boycott, Yugoslavia, which, is in-" "~"If Romania and other 
calling it "an un- dependent of Soviet in- eountrie~ put; out of the 
conscionsble drive to fluence, has, said it will Games and cite the same 
damage the Olympic ¢ompeto in the Games. reasons as the other 
movement." Ueberroth.. pad  the Eastern bloc nations: the 
pressure comes despite world sports community 
In unusually harsh assurances tothe" contrary will know that the Soviet 
remarks, Peter Ueberroth, by the Soviets. Union has violated its 
president of the Los "USSR National hands-off pledge and is 
Angeles . Olympic- Olympic Committee obviously intent on its 
Organizing . Committee, President Marat Gramov unconscionable drive to 
aceuscd the Soviets of personally assured damage the Olympic 
putting, pressure on Iotern'ational Olympic movement." 
At thei~ eurrent pace, 
they will he shut out more 
consolation round, than 40 times this season. 
The tenrnument was wo~ by~Ceribeo Chrome of Pdsce  The team record is 27; set 
G~Tgg:. ~.~ey.lpea.~,9.tlt ~|~ Mag(c also of P~rince George in ;1914 when ~they finished' 
5-4in extra inn ings.:in.~e final,game. : ... .... ~ " ~: in :sixth . place., i,The- 
Tennis tourney 
The Terrace Open tennis toumument draw over fifty 
entrants on the weekend for doubles and mixed doubles 
draws at the Kalum and Straume tennis courts, 
Friday's ingles draw was cancelled ue to increment 
weather. The club plans to reschedule ater in the sum- 
mer. 
In the doubles draw on Saturday, Grant O]kestad and 
Dave Burdett eamed up to win the men's A flight doubles 
over Steve Thomas and Neville Hope 7-5, 7-6, in the all 
Terrace matchup. 
In the B flight Helge Holkesta~' and Gad Paul from 
Rupert defeated Herman Ham and Bud Smith of Terrace 
6-3, 6-2. 
Nancy Rodrigo and Frsn Power put together aTerrace- 
Kitin~at eam to win the ladies A flight over Gillian 
Redpath and Nora Phillips of Terrace 8-5. 
In the indies B flight fin•is Dorothy Cheyne and Carrie• 
Dzulba of Kitimat beat Cheryl Wyatt and Linda Lee of 
Terrace 8-6. 
On Sunday Swam Mann and Fran Power of Terrace 
were the A flight mixed doubles champions after 
defeating Ken Hutehin and Dorothy Cheyns 6.0, 6.0 in the 
final match. 
Doug Ross and Nancy Rodrigo of Kitlmat paired up to 
defeat Bud Smith and Pat Ludwig in the B flight finals in 
three sets, 4-6, 7-6, 6-3. , 
Trophies were awarded to the winners and prizes to the 
runners.up. 
The next action for the Terrace tennis club will be the 
playoffs for the B.C. summer games. Zone 7 selections 
will be made from entrants from Terrace and Kitimat. 
A coaching clinic is scheduled for the weekend of June 
2nd-6rd. Some tennis demonstrations are planned for the 
public in conjunction with the coaching clinic. 
The BCLTA is sponsoring a junior pepsi challenge 
tournament this summer for juniors. Two categories will 
be included in the provincial tournament, under 14 and 
under 16. Juniors in the area will playoff or placing on 
the zone 7 team. 
h I !  I ' ,0 
Lacrosse news 
Final results of the Klt lmlt  lacrosse tournament hem .it Temltl i  May I t .  : 
30th. 
SATURDAY . ' . 
Malestlc 14 Kiwanis 5 
Elks 11 PG 1 
Yankees embarrassing 
NEW YORK (AP) --  trademark Ofthe Yankees, sweep against them. Texas 
Once they were the Bronx are almost non-existent. Rangers teammates 
Bombers, baseball's" most They have hit only 23 in 38 Frank Tan•ha and Danny 
fearedlineup. Players like games and went through Darwin did it to them April 
Ruth~ Gehrig, DiMaggio,. "103 consecutive innings 21-22. Chuck Porter of 
Mantle and Marls. earlier in the year without Milwaukee Brewers owns 
Don't confuse those reaching "the fence once. two of the shutouts, am- 
teams with this one. Only Twice this season, the pressive since he has 
the pinstriped uniforms Yankees have gone 25 managed only One other 
are the same. Any innings without.a rub. <. victory this sdason. 
resemblance to New York Mike Smithsen of 
Yankees, living or dead, is Thelatest hurler to hang Minnesota Twins, 
strictly coincidental, the Yankee scalp from his Milwaukee's Mike Cald- 
These current Yankees belt is California Angels well and Lamarr Hoyt of 
have become an era- rookie ROe Bomanick, who Chicago White Sex als0 
'bai'rassment, shut out 10 limited New York to three have shut out New York. 
• hits Smfday." His shutout times iq .38 games this So, what's the story, 
season, blanked in con- came fast on the heels of Yogi? 
seoutive games four times Geoff Zahn's whitewashing "It's amazing," said 
by an assortment of pit- Saturday, completing Berra, sounding slightly 
cbers who hardly qualify another lost weekend, bewildered by what's 
as household names. It was the second happened to his t~am. 
Saturday-Sunday shutout "What do you do2 
American League record 
is 29, set by Washington 
Senators in 1909 when they 
finished eighth. 
In  this spring of their 
discontent, the Yankees 
have adopted" as their 
theme the' often-quoted 
baseball philosophy of 
their manager, Yogi 
Berra, who once, when 
caught in desperate cir- 
cumstances, observed, "It 
ain't over until it's over." 
The slogan is displayed 
prominently inand around 
Yankee Stadium, where 
eight of  the shutouts have 
occurred. Detroit Tigers 
are 32-S and the Yankees 
are 16-22, a fat 16//= games 
behind. It may indee.d be 
over. 
NO RUNS SCORED 
'I~e prob lem is 
elementary. This team 
simply doesn't score runs. 
Home r~_s,, once the 
Pesebeil: 
. St=n i g,- 
I ] 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Bias DIvlekm 
W I. Pct. GEL 
Chicago 23 15 .ao5 
Philadelphia 22 "16 .~9 1 
New York 20 16 .556 2 
Montreal 20 20 .S00 4 
St. Louis 21 21 .500 4 
Pittsburgh 13 22 .371 8W 
West Division 
LOS Angeles 24 19 .$ .~B-  
Atlanta 21 18 .s3g 1 
San Diego 21 19 .S~ 1~ 
Cincinnati .~ 20 .$00 2~ 
Ho~|fon - 16 24 .ao0 6~ 
San Frlfl¢leco 14 25 .~9 I .  
MOmMy Result 
Houlton 3 St. LOUII S 
Sunday lesvlto 
Chicago 10 Noulton 3 
Atlanta $ Plffshurgh I 
St, Louis S Clnclnnltl S 
Los Angeles 3 Montreal 2 
Philadelphia ? San Francisco 
4 
O~klend 15 33 .4~ 4~A 
Kanus City 14 $3 .~|  6~ 
Texas t$ 25 .3/5 1 
Monday Resaffl 
Tort•to 3 Mlrmeoste 2 
Boston 6 Clevelind | 
¢hiceOo l Kansas CI~ 4 
Sunday Rosalie 
Chicago 3 Toronto 0 
Ootrolt d Oakllnd I 
California 3 New York.0 
Baltimore S Saelne I 
Boston S Minnesota 4 ' 
CleVeland 3 Milwaukee 2 
Texas 3 Kansas Clty 2 
PG 6 Cas~w S " New York 4 San Diego 2 {10 
PG I1 Kltlmat Landscaping S ~ ' ', , i  ~'~' , ~. Innings) 
Majestic !1 PG 0 ' " AMNRICAN LEAGUE 
Tykes Exhibition 0-0 
E,k, ,0 ,o ,  ,, vo, . . .GEL 
CaaewgPG7 : i " i ;  " ' .' Detroit ' . 32 s - -  
Kitlmlt Lendsceplng ; ~ .  : . i~ . . ;  ":~ , ~! Toronto .U  14 ~641 I 
PGTCoHw$ *, '  . ' / . ,  '~ ' .~: .~, ,  ~;  Milwaukee IS 19 .416 14 
Elks 13 PO 4 
Majestic 6 PO $ ; :  ' ~i~ 0OSfon IS 23 .439 16 
, ,  . . . . .  ~ , .~  !}  NOW York 16 12 .4|1 16W 
kandl¢oplng6PG6 , .! ~' ~;  ~ Cleveland 15 21 .417 16~ 
PG 13 COSUW 5 , • ~ ~ 
Cou tsr Electr ¢ e Legion 250 1' " *!~ !' ~ ' ~:' ; " i ' Welt Division 
PGSKlwente4 ., - " ' "* , ~ ' , *  ~ i : i~ i  ~'~ i '}  California |S 19 .S4| - -  
E Ik I I |PGO ) ~ : ~I( : Mlnneaoto 31 31 ,500 
¢eslw g Job•sun Barkley Scalfo 0 Chicago 20 |1 .488 ~PA 
Morns g Tykes g ' 
kend~plng  I1 PG s ; J - 
Awards for outstanding P myers war# at followat ' :,' 
NOVIce • Rhonde Erlkksufl {PO) T ime H0wellm (kit)' 
Pesw~.DenVer leYlPG) HannvPlrh~mm(KIt) . . . . .  : .! ~ 
Bantam - Rick Ka eaux (PG) Joufll Martle~mlnon Ip[itp • . 
M tigers - Alan Shalanek {PG) Hugh Mitchell (Kit) "' ' ' . " 
The Kltlmet Lecrossu essucletlon has e dance cam fig up !~ raise money for 
tholesgue. The dencewlll be held on M|y  2Mh. Tickets are Ueoch ave lab a 
from any executive member or by ceiling Irent at 632.2797 or Ann el L12.6919. 
The players end coaches ere else out canvassing with walkathon pledge ' 
sheets. The wslkathon will be held June 3rd. it will be aft 8 mile course from 
No,hake cenler to Atone ge~h. TOo ptrrgesu of the walk Is to re in  money for 
the travel fund. 
Finally there wilt be a meellng Tuesday night May 22nd at 7 p.m. ",t 
Riverlo~ge for all senior division coaches. 
• J 
..* ~ ,~.  ~ % 
! 
• .,.~L~;~- 
Wedding Bands from the 
Hamony Collection 
.@. 
Shopet,,g Ce,,t,e C,'tl, Centre 
63.~.7440 632 .3313 
i. 
~ f ~. 
errace 
IN STORE made from scratch ' in ourbakery, l~  ~!i" "% ¢~21 
ii~ L STOCKS LAST 
White or 
00% Whole Wheat 
076 | 24 oz. 
Slioed Leaf 
i ¸ 
Prim offoc!ivo 
tll Saturday, May 26 
"in YNr Fdmlly & |N~NS 
s mq sam. CANADA BAFEWAY L IM IT  I l r l  
Pat~ O, The iliv-,ld, Toe=Jay, Mo? LI, i;84 
U.S. upgrades warplane s ales 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -- The United States may 
scrap its unsuccessful policy of trying to sell specially 
built, less advanced warplanes to Third World allies and 
offer them first-line fighters instead, Pentagon officials 
say. 
Singapore is the only country that has agreed so far to 
buy either the Northrop F-20 or the General Dynamics F- 
16-79. The two models were developed under former 
president Jimmy Carter for export o friendly countries in 
areas where Washington did not want to introduce the 
most sophisticated U.S. • armaments. 
Other countries in the market for new fighters have 
preferred the more advanced models being flown by the 
U.S. military, such as the F-15, F-16 and F-18. 
Officials aid a review being conducted by the State and 
Defence departments would include such a change for 
China, which they conceded might feel insecure if it is 
surrounded by anti-communist countries uch as South 
Korea and Thailand armed with F-16s, one of the world's 
most advanced planes and the air force's chief fighter. 
The effort to sell ~ Third World allies a less advanced 
plane - -  called FX for "fighter expert" - -  was intended 
not only to control the spread of modern fighters but also 
to provide these conntri~s with an aircraft that was 
cheaper and easier to maintain. 
The program was continued by the Reagan ad- 
ministration after it took office in 1981. 
In anticipation offoreign sales, Northrop Corpi took the 
unusual step of developing an expert fighter on its own, 
with no Pentagog financing or guaranteed sales, 
The plane it developed ata cost of some $300 million was 
the F-5g, an improved version of its F-5, which it'had sold 
widely overseas. 
Wednesday is still 
SHIRT DAY 
at 
Men's or Ladles' 
Caftan blend dress or 
business shirts 
expertly laundered. 
00 
each 
'or S only 
e/?idlarae  l ancre 
• Northrop now calls this plane the F-20. 
General Dynamics developed the f-16-79, patterned 
after its F-X6sbeing purchased by the U.S. Air Force but 
fitted with Iuss advanced electronics and a less powerful 
engine. 
'But' only. Singapore has agreed to buy the General 
Dynamics plane and Northrop has yet to sell the F-20. 
Several Third World countries have rejected both 
planes and the prospects of the aircraft do net seem 
bright, defence officials admitted. 
Richard Armitage, assistant secretary of defence for 
intet'natinnal security affairs, told the U.S. Congress that 
Thailand, Indonesia nd the Philippines had expressed a 
preference for the F-16a over the FX. 
He told two Senate subcommittees these countries 
wanted the. more advanced plane hecause of what  they 
saw as an increased Soviet and Vietnamese threat in the' 
region. 
Other.0fficials said another eason for ihe'preference 
was a reluctance to buy what the Countries saw as a 
"socond-rate" plane built by U.S. firms bntnot bought or 
flown hy the U.S. military. 
The Pentagon had also hoped to sell FXs to: Turkey, 
Egypt, Seudi Arabia, Jordan, Malaysia, .Bahraln,and 
Omen as wee as some Latin American countries. 
But those who bought new U.S. fighters chose the first. 
line F-I5,.F-16 or F-18, defence officials a id .  
Annitage said FX sales would strengthen the U.S: 
aircraft industry by bringing Northrop into the huilding o[ 
fighters and increasing the production capacity of 
General Dynamics..  
- ~"  L' • 
French merchants angry 
PARIS (Router) --  They have blown up the railways 
between France and Spain. They have clashed with pofice 
in violent demonstrations. 
But they are not Basque guerrillas seeking in. 
dependence, or subversives or left-wing militants --they 
are France's producers oftable Wine, venting their anger 
at the European Economic Community's decision to stop 
aid for wine storage and to change rules governing the 
distillation of surpluses into pure alcohol. 
The 750,000 producers, already squeezed by tough 
competition in Europe, say their livelll~ouds now are 
threatened bY changes to the EEC's complex system of 
subsidies. 
The situation is becoming very, very serious," says 
Gearges Vabre, director-general of France's largest 
winegrowers' union. 
French table wine, produced mostiy in the poorer south 
of the country, has been hit hard by cheap imports from 
Italy. 
LED TO PROTESTS 
The European Commission's proposals on distillaUon 
and the planned entry into the Community Of wine- 
producing Spain and Portugal have also helped provoke 
the recent violent protests. . 
Vabre's Confederation des associations viticnies de 
France has no plans for more demonstrations like the one 
by 8,000 winegrowers that it led in the south.eastern citY of 
Nimes, ending in clashes with police. But he says sporadic 
protests by local producer groups cannot.be ruled out. 
There is no shortage of customers for France's top- 
quality wines from well-known vineyards, but three~ 
fourths of all wines produced in the Economic Community 
are low-priced table wines of which consumption is 
falfing. 
The 10 Community agriculture ministers decided to 
separate the win'e sector from other agricultural issues 
this spring when they put together a package of farm 
' for 1984-85. price rises " ~ 
"It is not possible to 'seriously negotiate the entry of 
Spain and Portugal into the Community without a revision 
(of the wine sector), especially of the distillation 
mechanisms,", said French F..arm Minister Michel 
Rocard. 
END STORAGE AID 
Vabre says that even if the governments pay me su~ 
sidins, it will be only for this year and n'o one knows what 
would be decided next time round. • 
France produces nearly 4.2-blllinn litrea of table wine a 
year compared with Italy's 6.5 billion, Vabro says, But 
French production is stable while Italy's is increasing 
every ear. • 
An Economic Commission spokesman said the current 
system of three-and six-month storage subsidies i aimed 
at persuading producers to store part of their output and 
help prevent a market glut. 
But now that there is a Community wine surplus, the 
three.mouth storage aid is used by p!"educero 
automatically. 
SYSTEM REVISED 
Thedistillation system, revised two years ago, has been 
reasonably successful. 
But pert of the system -- the obligatory distillation, 
which is set in December if the Economic Commission 
believes there will be a glut "has  never been used. Vabre 
says some Community countries understate their 
estimated output and that December is too early .to know 
whether there will be a large surplus. 
France's main problem is that winegrowers inthe south 
do not have the option of moving out of wine production 
into other agricultural products, Vabre says. 
Unlike milk producers, they have imt been promised 
any government aid to help restructure their sector. 
But the~ have already shown the government that they 
• are ready to fight if nothing is done to help them. 
U 
Scouting News 
/ 
by JANE QUADROS 
Does Scouting help its members relate to the world 
around them?" 
To this we have to answer, Yes. 
Thru the va['inus Scouting programs; Beavers, .Cubs, 
Scouts, Venturers and Rovers, its members learn very 
importhat lessons of life. Now that is not to say that 
 DOC t lk 
by ALLISTER PEDERSEN. 
This i s t~ sloth in a seriesof articles designed to i~orm 
marine'~S about marine radio equipment, radio operating 
procedu.~rs " ~d radio regulations particularly as  they 
relat~ t'~ ~he West Coast of Canada..This article is a 
continu~/tion f the previous two articles dealing with 
marine radiotelephone procedures used for distress 
communications. 
The last but by no means least distress procedure isthe 
cancellation of distress. This procedure is absolutely 
essential in order to ensure that others don't continue 
risky and expensive searching after an incident is ac- 
tually dosed. 
When a station Is no longer in distress or when it is no 
longer necessary toobserve radio silence, the station that 
was'in distress, the station that relayed the distress 
message or the station that controlled the distress traffic 
shall transmit a message addressed toALL STATIONS on 
the distress frequency(lea)advising that the distress 
traffic has ended, 
The proper procedure for cancelling a distress message 
is: 
1) the word MAYDAY (once) 
2) the.words ALL STATIONS (three times) 
3) the words THIS IS 
4)  the name and.or call sign of the station transmitting 
the message (three times) 
5) the filing time of the message 
6) the name of the vessel in distress (once) 
7) the words SILENCE FINISHED or:SELLONCE 
FEENEE (the international expression) 
8) a short plain*language d scription ofwhy the distress 
situation is being cancelled. 
9). the word OUT 
NOTE: The procedure outlined above is mainly for the 
benefit of other stations for the resumption of regular 
service on thedistress frequencies. To ensure that Search 
and Rescue stations are advised that a station is nolonger 
in distress, a normal sail to the nearest Coast Guard 
]~adio Station detailing the reasons for cancelling the 
distress call must be made. 
In summary then, there are five basic procedures 
associated with .distress communications; the distress 
call add message, the acknowledgement, he mayday 
relay, the imposition of silence and the cancellation of 
distress. Examples of each procedure are given helow 
and the examples as you can see all relate tea  single 
incident, Care should be taken to ensure that distress 
incidents remain identified by vessel name so that no 
mixu'ps ocear. It was reported after a recent violent 
windstorm inthe Georgia Strait area that he Coast Guard 
received 60 distress calls in one hour. This statistic should 
he sufficient justification for heavily emphasizing t~e 
necessity ofnnderetandingco~ectdlstress procedures. It 
may he too late to start thinking about procedures ina 
stressful situati~ when fast accurate communications 
are essential to life. 
The following is an example of a distress message from 
a ship: 
Mayduy Mayday Mayday 
This is 
Sea Fox CZ3929 Sea Fox CZ3929 Sea Fox CZ3929 
Position, Two miles south of Merry Island~ ' 
Have struck a log and taking on water. 
Engine seized. 
Two seven foot Beyllner with orange stripe. 
Three people on board, one injured. 
Sea Fox 
~hatevcr you wear ~ 3223 EMERSON 
VVe clean wllh ca~ tll'NI It ~'~'~.~'l~ 
"~ " : ~11: .  "~ to pay the~|d themselves. 
[ 
The ministers decided 'to end the EEC's three-month 
storage ~b~ic~es starting September, the beginning of the 
next wineshOPS,, although they will allow France and Italy. 
Graduation Special 
every person who has, is, or will be involved wtih Scouting OVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
is going to become a better ~rsont but we do say tl~t the ...The following ismtexample:of,aJt ackn0wledgehicnt by 
lessons and exper ience~;~ha~.~Leople t  lm~ the'" another ship to the above call: 
difference between r Jg i~[°az~; .~ :.~ Sea ~OX C .2~.,~. S~,F%C~,~929 Sea F~,o~.CZ3929 ~ " 
' .Thevery firstlesson leai.ni, a~i~tthe one that must never This is . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
be forgotten, is how to work with and get alnng with other B.C. Navigator B.C. Navigator CZe 2 B.C. 
people, both with those of the same age and those older 
and younger. The whole system, right from the Beaver 
Colony to the Rover Crew, is based on working together. 
Within the various programs ome of the lessons are 
repetitive. They teach the importance ofthe conservation 
of our natural resources. Perhaps it  is sometimes 
forgotten and such things as littedeg and conserving our 
nations energy takes hold. But, the lesson is given, over 
and over and conservation is practised by many. 
Survivalis taught in many ways, from knowledge of the 
home and community to roughing it in the wilderness. 
They are taught o build shelters, start a fire, read a 
compass, build a raft and when they go to camp they learn 
to cook. By the time they reach their teens, they are quite 
capable of surviving away from home. 
Service is always emphasized and strange as it may 
sound, often it is hard to find a service to do. Service 
projects recently performed here in Terrace range from a 
litter chase to performing search and rescue missions 
• Respect is taught and enforced within the groups, along 
• with morality and the knowledge of belonging to an 
organization with high ideals and aims. 
Members of the Scouting family can be and are protid of 
their affiliation. Did you know that here is a membership 
of over 15 million, spread throughout 115 countries. They 
all try to five by a similar Scout Promise and Law and try 
very hard to live up to the Scout motto; "Be Prepared." 
BC FERRIES  
Schedule 
Revisions 
In order to re-supply and position the 
MV "Queen of the North" for the start of 
the Summer Schedule the following 
changes will be made: 
Navigator CZ6862 
Roger Mayday..  , ~ 
I am located approximately one mile s~th and 
proeceding toyour location. ETA approximately one zero 
minutes. 
B.C. Navigator 
OVER . 
The following is an example of a relay by another ship! 
Sea Fox CZ3929 Sea Fox CZ3929 Sea Fox CZ3929 
This is 
Princess Joan Princess Joan Princess Joan 
Roger Mayday 
Standby, I will relay for you 
Mayday Relay Mayday Relay Mayday Relay 
This is 
Princess Joan Princess Joan Princess Joan 
Mayday, . . . . .  
Sea Fox CZ3929 
located two miles south of Merry Island. 
Has struck alog and taking on water. Engine Seized. 
Two Seven foot Bayliner with orange stripe 
Three people on board, one injured. 
Princess Joan * 
OVER . ~ ' 
The following is an example of imposition of silence on a 
specific station by a vessel in distress: 
Mayday 
Sunflight Sunfllght Sunflight 
This is . ' 
Sea Fox Lq B 
Silence Mayday 
OUT 
The following is an example Of a cancellation of 
distress: 
Mayday 
All Stations All Stations All Stations 
This is " 
B.C. Navigator CZ6862 B.C, Navigator CZ6862 B.C. 
Navigator CZ6862 
One Eight Three Zero Pac.ific Daylight. 
Sea Fox .... 
Silence finished, 
All persons afe and on bcard this vessel, 
B.C. Navigator 
OUT. 
Effective Wednesday, May 30, 1984 on ly : .  IW l lUr l lU l l ] lU l lg  Lnnn•  
piece su i t  d Sp cia! S ,de =e ,:aorta " - ' - -  " - -u"  " " - - " -  Gra  e Arr Princ  Rupert 3:00 pm . 
Total  Sole Pnce . . ,  , OMN THE DOOR TO YOUR 
Reg. s175 PORT HARDY-PR,NCE RUPERT .EW HOME WITH 
resssh i r t  s160 ACRWI '"HIONMORTGAGE' : '  . . . .  d Effective Wednesday, May 30, 1984 only:. : ~ ~:, ~, 
• Lv Prince Rupert 6:00 pm No hlddbn cb~ts :" 
. Arr Port Hardy . 9:00 am* Flexible terms Including ~k~y'  payments 
*Thursday, May 31 available. Reg. $27 F.. ' ' 
For reservations contact your local Travel ) Competitive Interest rates . 
~~f • Agent. ' CALL US TODAY AT ~1$-72112 
~/" ' ;~ Halda Travel Terrace Travel Ltd. Terrace & District 
L~l~(b Service Ltd. 4611 Lakelse Avenue t ,, . . . .  
Skesna Mall Terrace. B.C. Cred i t  U 
Terrace, B.C.. Phone: 835-6551 __ .~ neon 
Phone: 635-6181 
/~L,,. [ 4650 Lazelle Avenue 
4~s // '~ ~'~ ',NO !l Terrace 
, ,, , =_ jI 
• Aurora, ~ id  'in a recent denounced, the !~ cult's 
..... ......... h r t pts( TI1 Herald'lue"d " / ay22'o ; t 'r*'uei 
at  eat  em ihildr 'en s rescue m cul 
.~.~9!~.(~.~O..., I,(CP) ~ .  eulf:.~e[l~!&~r~-'.~;~ent tol 'styrofoam ~i roofs: ". Its :~.~ MacGulgan skid:' in ~.a . . . . .  My 'ch ildreh, are being ii, ' 
tam er~t°.ur, sa.y.snenas i O!dahoma.iwith the 'school, doseribed as  a ,iettert0~Sinclair~.Stevens,i~ deprived.of'their home, ~ j ~ a r ~ p ~  - ~  ~ 
anne everymmgtm~can to children "~before :'the order i"gutted-out trailer," has member cf Parliament for deprived of an education; I 
rescue his children from a took effecf i~]'. ~ptember. no state accreditation. York-Peel riding, where  deprived of material well- 
religious cfilt in Oklahoma D~in ~ ,~'~, ~;~i,. ,,i,~ The Community has no Irwin lives, that an officiO, being and expesed aily to I ~ 
where ~ey; were' taken*by' : ~'o~,, ~."~-~,J_~i~_~.~'_~'/~."," telephones, and "itS * 'request for 'his wife's' lunatics who guard their I . . . .  ' . . . .  " , .~y  I l l  ' De  I~/ l l~ l~,  U / I L . ,  
h,s estranged w i fe ,  who.. o . , . ~  ,~ , . ,  . . ,  ' ~ ' [~ J~,~t  [~b.  • ' "I . ' , ' . . . . .  ,~,,,.,,,,, .~.,,,, '~,a~ reservoir:: water was .. surrender.has been sent to', religious compound with ~ ., 
Dan  ..~rwin,~ 35~ a tbdn living,~"provinCial 'de~ribedas'too filthy to Washington,,: ,~ But"  rifles, pistols and in- ~ 
salesman, from nearby court Judge D. K Kirkland swim in, • ' MacGuigan has~.indicated timidation," Irwin wrote to 
Irwin said his children...!.he .request may' ..be dif- S h u l t z . .  • , 
inter~,le~" he won :legal religion, called .Elohism, were. living in 'an old bus ""cunt  to grant. • Irwin said his wife, whoi, , 
, In desperation, Irwin has a bachelor, of arts in custody of his chi!dren, has aS hypocritical., L ' when he wen, to Oklahoma " 
the" !backing 0f : federal i ' /  l ~ • ~ wrote directly to U.S. psychology, began to fall Justice .Minister Mark • Kirkland saic~/alth0ugh ast'November to retrieve .. . .  oto-,~ "~*o~o "~,~-e ..... .~ecr . . . .  # ot . . . . .  ~w,~ under the cult's influence 
IMacdulgan and has ,Elohism was described as tchoenrt. Awrf~rhott:inndingtw: S~ultz about wo weeks ago ~ ' " in 1976 after the crib death 
confront~dl arnmd, cult" a scripturally-based sheriff;s de=uties at- asking him to "~ravel the of their seven-week-old ~ 
memberS: ~hristian religion em- tempted to ~rve it. at ' bureaucracy." . baby. • '~ 
• But his '... children -- pnasizing ' family 
J,~remy, '~12, Miriam, 6, togetherness and virtuous" Elohlm. City, bu t Were 
Benjamin,4 and James, 2 moral ivalues, :one cult controntea ny lour gu n, ,~_  i 
- -  are still living in squalor witness had left his wife' ; to t ing  cultists who said ~1~4~ ¢~, 
in Eiohim City,: the cult's • and fiv~ children to live they had no knowledge of 
retreat in the foothills of with another cultist, his wife, Barbara. . ~ 
• Bob Ostrander, Bar ,  
Oklahoma, he said. Court was t01d. Elohim bara's father/said that 
Irwin won legal custody City is a •.remote com- when he went'to Eiohim r" ' 
of the children last August, munity of house trailers City to get.his daughter 
• b~t his wife, Barbara, a and rock 'houses -with ~out, he found the buildings ~ 
: ' . . . . . .  ~e ~.~l .~t '~  ' " • ~ . • , , * to be oddly, constructed, : 
R ,  • . . . . . .  i . ~, . * i~  . but 'comfortable inside; ~' ~"P'~AL, .~. .  
/ / ]  I r l  ~ l _~ l  I I r ' ~  t (N  i i  r l /1  ' . .  ~"~d the people,were / l~  
m,~[s  ~~A~=m~=~ |~aAI I%A kind and pleasant," he 
; ' . '  , , .  said. 
TORONTO(CP)--AcuratorattheRoyalOntarto'..Ostranderandhiswife, ~ "  [~4~" ~ 
Museum has returned from a 10-day exploratory trip into Jean, say their daughter is 
Mexico'~ ChihUahua desort with a find that could be - a dedicated mother who ~ ~ J o n ~  s 
"something big" ~ bones from ducked-billed, flesh-eating tried for a numl~r of years 
and 0strich:iike dinosaurs, to make the best of a' bad 
But Gordon Edmund,.curator bf the museum's vertebra . marriage. 
paleontology department, saidafter his return last week .The ease has frustrated i 
it:s too soon to tell the importance of the 75-mlllioxi'year-. Det.. Glenn Jaques, a ' 
old bones, .  " . . /~. Belleville polncq officer ~ 
• "At first we had the feeling we may be'on the verge of a 'who bus spent about eight 
find of the'century,!"he said• "But now I feel it may only months on the case• He For Appointment Phone 
be the s tar t  o f  something big • • • or  (nothing).  said there is a cross- 
Canada warrant out for the 6~5"7737 
Edmundl/recognized ~as a world authority on giant arrest of Barbal a Irwin on 
, ground sloths'.that roamed North. America 10,000 years 46o9 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE, e.C. four counts of abduction. , " ' 
'ago,.was told bya' U.S. shark fossil expert the Mexican ! ~ 
l~ple Were finding dinosaur bones in the desert, i " 
"We've beeh running out of places t0 ~ollect (dinosaurs) IB - -  
in Canada," Edmund said, who was accompanied on the 
trip by ntuseum'scientist Cliris McGowen: 
/'Asything new to science that we find'will ~ returned 
Just in time for 
' SUMMER, 
CLEARANCE SALE 
" ~ ,  ~T ~ 'L " W H I T E  STAG SPORTSWEAR 
~'~ /'L"' JACKETS, PANTS, 
! ~ \",\~ SKIRTS, GOLF WEAR ETC. 
i OFF 
 AII our ternJy.wear 
IS now 
Ask New seeoUrArr,vals19. I 30 o, 
~m~~e~1~ 4600 Block  
Lake lse  Ave .  [ ~ 1  
: i"h~dPt [~1~. Terrace , 
r to Mexico,,,~he said, noting the trip was made in co- " 
operation with theMexican governmen t . "As well, we'll 
be helping their students and show them some of our . 
methods..' • .... ,. 
• "It's nbt like any kind of dinosaur collecting I've done. 
before. It's like desert pavement. Shale with layers of 
brown sandstone. The bones are also the same color and. 
, hard to see." 
Edmtmd, Who found n0'c0mplete dinosaurs' aid some i' 
of'the bones were from a hadrosaurs, a duck-billed 
dinosaur, that was "pretty big, bigger than similar 
Canadian types." He aslo found bones from flesh-eating 
carnosaurs and a toe bone from an ostrich-like dinosaur. AC ROSS FROM T H E L I Q UOR STO R E 
- J 
I I 
'~  " ' '~"  " '  . . . . . . . . . . .  r '  I i i r '  1 ' ' 1  . . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  ~ . '  
: EOPLE Abou P 
I II I 
Diana, the Princess of Wales, is handling her second 
prel~n'ancy the same as her first - she refuses to follow 
the Royal tradition of remaining in seclusion. 
Diana, expecting her second child in September, didn't 
bother to hide her pregnancy when she went to the Royal 
Opera House~ in Covent Garden for a glittering charity 
"'gala Sunday night. ' . 
The 22-year-eld princess soelned in a happy moed when EVERYTHING MUST GO! 
.she arrived to the cheers of crowds outside, and removed 
her sweeping black cloak in the foyer. Her loose but .. 
slender-lined ress was covered with dazzling beading. . -  . 
The' gala starred tenor Luclano Pavarotti, who later 
chatted with Prince Charles and Diana behind the royal , •* / ~ 
' OFF • I , John Imlay isn't a household name, but he has joined a 
list which includes the likes of President Ronaid Reagan, 
Michael Jackson and Frank Sinatra. ALL 
Imlay, chairman of Management Science Americaand 
a man who admits his wife has to co-ordinate his outfitg, 
has been named one of the 10 best-dressed men in the 
United States by the Fashion Foundation of America in STOCK 
, the.'0rganizati0n's 43rd annual survey of custom tailors 
and designers.. ~ '. " ' 
Imlay, 47, said he buys his suits off the rack. I 
Other winners *included New. York Archbishop.'John ' 
O'Connor, New York GOv. MarIo Cuomo, former vice- . 
president Walter Mondale and concert violinist Isaac 
Stern. 
"The much-heralded summer tour by the Jacksens 
seems.surrounded by more secrecy than a major military 
operation. But mother Katherihe Jackson has at least 
announced where and when it will start, 
The group,which includes uperstar Michael Jackson, 
will start he tour on June 22 in Lexington, Ky., the mbther 
of the six band members aid Monday at a news con- 
ference. 
-But a spokesman for tour co-promoter Don King said 
the remaining tour dates as well asdetails on how to get 
tickets won't be announced until sometime next week. 
Dabney Coleman stepped out of character to say he 
hopes his recently cancelled Buffalo Bill television show 
helped Buffalo, N.Y,'s national image -- "an d I mean that 
from the heart." 
i Coleman, who was the model of insincerity as the unc- 
tuous Buffalo talk-show host Bill Bittinger, and Geena 
Davis whOplayed Wendy Killian in the series, were 
among the stars who visited Buffalo on Friday in a gala 
benefit for the Studio Arena Theatre.  ~~, 
ColLifllan is also kno~vn for his ,'bins in the movies Nine 
to Five and Too,ale. i' i:.: ~ ~. . ~'i~ :'
Canadian real~estate investor Javk~$lngez hap added a
piece0f sllver-s~reen history to his hbidin~s.. '~i 
Singer purchased the aging and dilapidated Hollywood 
General ' Studios, most/recently . used by .film.director 
Francb  Ford  C0p'~Oi/t" ' r '  , = 4 I , r , 
.Such screen legends as Canadlun-bernja~tr~u MarY 
Plckford, comedian Itarold Lloyd, Gary Cooper, Mac 
West and Blng Croshy practised their trade and occupied• 
bungalows at the studios, which Singer ecently bought at 
• a bankruptcy auction for $12.3 million cash. 
There's good •news an~i there's bad~n~w/s. 
'~ The goed news for track and~ield fans is that 8ehootisn 
('oe Is back after six month s wlthou.t running because 0f 
illness. 
.'; The Uad news for his oppenents i  that the4ayoff hasn;t 
lessened COO's peed. The 800-metres world recordholder 
had thd fastest 800 of the year -- one minute 45.2 seconds 
- in.winning the Middlesex title. 
• Plumbing ,Electrical Supplies " ,Barbecues 
i . . • • ~.  . ' • • . oCampnng Equnpment oElectrncal lpplnances oTools 
• Gas Stoves. oGarden Equipment ,Nails & Screws 
• Automotive Accessories ,Paint *Lawnmowers 
and much more 
SALE EFFECTIVE MAY 24, 25 & 26 
OPEN TIL 9PM THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
ALL SALES FI 
•1 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  1+ 
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MAY 23rd to MAY 26th 
+ 
5 pc. Stainless 
Steel Mixing 
Bowl Set $88s Biltmore Sectional i s34soo I $6680o ::.:. ..,a Sofa Bed +Full slze spring f lmled~70O Color T.V. matTe.. 1+ per cent' I E m • Nylon fabric. 
DYNASTY 1133 BLUE FLORAL • ""CA * Birchwood Sofa Bed 
• u~ * • A g O  * Wooden d. . - - - - - - - -  Sofa& SWiveIRocker$768 O° " " ~ 00  Extralength ' C D A A ~ r ~ I I ~  - 
"lPOql) Rocking 1 Ass Color T,V. - . mattress, 100 per 4~PiNiL ~ ~ VV cent Nylon. - -gL J~ "~ U fabric. ~ AV '  Chanr AB m- I t  Love Seat s39800 ,o .o, xu. 
• " DYNASTY',2,5 • enAnnn Remote SAgR00 
Double ~A nee  Sofa & SwivolRocker'OZO w ControlT.V. *VdbV i 
Pedestal q ) ] J ( IOO 
Desk V E  !OVO T Seat /$42800 S Teak Extortion Table i 
Y C';n;°;;°°'ToV, -688 °° ' :  .sa: aoo " _ Chanrs ~ i U 
Book i $d~O88 sOfa & swivel Rocker'84800 
~ Round Pod,stal Base Oak Case * V I Love Seat s438°° Table 
DYNASTY 1"  "L" ' 1 -- '--'- - - - -  SRI s So;a, S 9/,ROO R°° Wan,,,,, $74 S Swlve IRockerU 'd~l~lP~lW t~N~ s°NIc $ ~ Q O  0 0  Wire.chairs - - . -  
MONA.C., pc +_ . . . .  Round Solid arch+ Table 
Cof foe+End~d~¢RO0 ' MicroWave ~ V I I  =i.,ve 11 $&RROO 
Entertain- me.,.t $1  R R 8s Table:S0t . . . .  ~ ~ V * MOFFAT 30" C O  ~ A n n  " '  Chairs.' ~6  V V 
Unuts i v y  ~ '.E+Tmc P '388 °° ,p, lllbnm lal . v  + S78  8 Range V- I "O  ~ Matching Hutch & Buffet 
Thera edio,1300 --,,,T 
Parkland,3080 '398 °° "'"" SRAQ00 + 00 
Queen size Vera Cruz  Theranedic2206 $638oo Refrigerator V 'T  dr  
Complete with ~ X  A A ~lln~d~ln~  MOFFAT ~ A  A A AA VALLIERS 5 pc. 
bag, liner, 41~'~ M V VV 
heater, pedestal & - - Z  n n ++" ,, =u. ,. 4PU U qhi vv  BedroomSuite (kun I A A 
0f  CN~;~tt'TU~I:s~°ard " '  - I ' T U U  ~ an  v v • 7. pc. Chrome ¢'~ t o00 R rigerator i re  d r  Dresser, Wing Mirror, 4 i J~n~~ 
ComfOrtsheets, pJilow ,Packs~ m i gvv  stackin~sO~.DDnnette + • +o~Rn o M,cro wovoe~nq7 7 Bedro0mSuitePAU'SE~ ,p,. 
Queen size ~ i i A ~h Chrome " + 1 stand ;P i - I  m TwlrtlhPluetch dMel)rSoerr' ¢ ~ 
OU1$vvO0 by HATACHI ' n~mo Head and ;:~les.board, - -  i~~OA~t~ cases, & • " i +i n- -  Armoire, Queen sUze =M i 
comforter, l l ~ I~ _ I _ _ ~ Two Night 
Box Spring & Mattress 
• " " OUEENSIZE S J~ J~ OOO S01d Birch Table, 4 Chairs 
CANADE~, pc SARR00 Parkland Sofa& Swivel SEALY " r  ~ ~]~ O- -  ~ 
2 leaves " lVV  
2 Speed Washer & Dryer ,....L o .._,_. $7Q~00 Rocker (kmWA A/141'1 posT~opso,c w~ ~" 
ADMIRAL.Heavy ' $1 1 1 R o e  ~ +  ' lf~a} ~!er cent ~ i  6 ~ V V  
du,y Took . Sd  R R O0 2 speed Pair i~  mi ~ i  
• t 7 pc. Bedroom Su i te  Burchwood Sofa and Swivel Stereo 
Refr,gera or. ,nc,ude, Head=ard.~nJVd~mlF/ttrl Rocker 4kd~ O al~IrtN ~ Trolly • - l rVV  ~ . , , . , , . .  +o + +nt 
HDTPOINT dresser &' mirror, 2 4 ~ U  ~VV Nylon . - - U U U  ROXTON 'ROCK, MAPLE ~pl~a]4  vv  night ables with lights " ~ ~ / ~  fabric ~ " " "  Single t P X A ~d~ 
16 CU. ft. V m V and armoire. I A I r~ 
Parkland Sofa & Love Seat Podistal 4~Ik qIB XVV 
Desk ~ • V 
Refriger.tor mg per ~ q n , A A A .  . c mJF0O .Coffee UjFqF / 
SR R °°  $RR •centNylon " ' ' ' - - - - V V  3 p MONA 12" ' ~ ~ ~ ~-- fabric, i - rE  ~dr  ~ I r l  
ADMIRAL Black & UU Bench seat. I / V  V Table Set J H ~r  
Glass top with ceneshelf, i l  i l  
14 ca. ft. ~ ~ v White T.V. V V Bedford Sofa & Chair so,,o BEACHNUT d) / I  A 
Wooden +zi6oo MAGNAVOX2O" JL $ & T T 0 O  
Range $59800 C0,oUr SdORO0 i00 Per cent 'O+d~,  HOTPOINT Oefllh U ~ ~ . . . .  i 
Easy TOY.. i~r  I M  "' fabric ' ~ mw mw Mahylfems are: One of a kind. All Will" 
Clean : be' plair!ly taged for easy selection. 
o.,Eo THE ~ 
~" FOlliClE DIN no w..,, ~.L,ko~o i,L
. _ . _~r -  Tomoo u . .  + ' 
LAKELSE AyE I 
SLUMBERLODGE i i  
INSTORE F INANCING AVAILABLE 
MCN. -SAT. -~ 184 N I~ F I I t -~  M-9  W lU~ : : . : : . OVER eM STORES 
COAST TO COAST 
T£ffEM'"m"u " ..o App l lanoes  Ltd. 
Open a Totem Revolving Plan Today. 
Hours: 
4554 Lakolso Ave. Wed. 9:00.5:30; Thurs. 9:00.9:00 
Phone 638,1158 ~ri. 9:011-9:00; Sat. 9:00-6:00. 
I l , ~1 
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• Mother's Day Letters W nnerS 11 . - .  ++ +, 
" ist  Place 
, Winner of One Dozen 
Roses for Hem 
. +." / .  ' .] " 
, 2nd Place 
Winner of a Bouquet 
of Flowers for Morn 
.ii I 
+, . - . ,~  ++ 2 + ~ ~  .+ 1+ .o,..o÷..+ o.,~=._+. += ,o ~ +,,o~ ++. . 
+ / )  36,v, ~ .., ",.,~, ..6;,, ~ ~ +J5-+503 
q~!!l  
q~d-A,, 8. 
P.J. 
#,~-_~ + .,+, , ,  6&.~- 8f7? 
Honourable Mention 
Winner Of a? Flower for Morn. 
+~,,~=~_.., . +, • 
+~~. ~ ~=~'+~.~,~ 
='~+"~'~~.  
, , v -  ~ O'~j~.G~q~ 
llen~ralde +ment ion  
Winner of a Flower 'for Morn 
.o 
,+=+~ .,:~,u.~  ,,,. 
-~  - -~  ~. -G , -~.  " 
-,.-,~.:-~-'~y-.,~--~-,+',,~k,. " 
,~..( -~ ,,~ ~,~,~,~,~ .~ 
+ 
The administration and merchants 'of the Skeona Mall 
weald like to thank oil the children who entered the 
Letters Contest. All the letters were winner=; in their own way. 
lan Oalgleish, superintendent of main. of the BCRA. 'Alcan's fitness program for its ~ . ~,.n.mwr =~xw=l u= =m 
tenance planning, engineering and trades at employees in Kitimat and Kemano has been (( u , . I . , . , ,  h , .  h,...,+ " 
Kitimat Works, accepts the B.C. Recreation cited for outstanding achievement by the  L ] )  . mv imm~i  . wu I wIUW. 
~ssoclation's .1984 Fitness Community. BCRA., Alcan shares the award with B.C, | (  ': . " a t  the  
, Award, f ro~-Ag~re¢ ~Yh~di_aftyk,~j~vardS Tel, which operates a simi~r.progEgm_ .f.gJ~ i,t,~ ~_)~.~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  " ' "  '" ' '  
' c~m~mI~iii~r~+~"~++P-~h~~~i~.+rii~oP~+-1~Y~f~+~P~r++~n~ . . . . . . .  " ' - +++ 
! . ,~ . ]  , 
Mll lRODUCING =s.=-,A+S-O....,.,.. O.,=O..AW... As a fan; you know who you think will win. SportSeiect Baseball Pool results will be 
So, when you buy your ticket, choose one that published in your newspaper every Tuesday THE OXLY 
GAM| |H 
TOWHTHAT 
forecasts the last four games the way you 
{hink they'll come out. Baseball Pool adds a 
whole new excitement to every professional 
game! 
Jennifer* Eckess of Stewart was the winner of the 
Mrs. Eckesu won n night out 
NON-FANS' SPOR11NG CHANCE 
Everyone knows you can't always predict 
G M S  how a game will go. So, when you buy a ticket, 
choose one with the last four numbers any 
way you like. Now, at last, YOu'll have a reason 
' the Bavarian Inn. ' ,, i . 
. . . . . .  :..' ..;-~+.::..;-.:.... ::  ..+: : ..... :: + . . . .  !;+~,~: .: ............ .. 
to care who wins! . 1 
E V E R Y O N E  PlAY WER, DAY " 
I A+SPOR rING These games are scheduled Tuesdays through Sunday afternoons. You may be able to 
and posted at every ticket outlet. Just 
match your ticket to the winning numbers to 
see how you've done. 
DOUBLE PlAY 
Another Way to win! This feature gives you 
a nice bonus prize if you get the last four fore- 
casts correct. Uncover this box to find out 
your Double Play bonus - could be anything 
from $10 to $25,000. 
EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE 
Here's a typical line-up for a one week cycle, 
scheduled every Tuesday through Sunday. 
First, uncover the hidden forecasts for the first croCK watChon he themradio, rian dpersOncertainly0r Onyou~canliSten t° hem heck  ¸nine games. If the home team wins by more 
@ scores every day in the sports news. 
than one run, you need al  in the score box. If 
the v isitingteam wins by more than one run, 
you need a 2. If either team wins by only one 
runl you winwith a 3. That's all you need to 
know! The object of the game is to get a final 
sequenceof coi'rectforecasts.'AIIthirteen , ` : 
• correct wins the jackpot - a minimum of 
$250,000. And there's a prize pool for 
any final sequence of correct forecasts, from 
the last twelve to the last four. 
Get your ticket and get playing! 
Good luck! • " ~  
TIQ(E15 FOR NEXT "
WEEKS GAME 
(SERIES MAY 29- JUNE 3) 
NOW ON SALE 
IT'S 111E MOST FUN YOU CAll HAVE 
WITB A !1CliEIr, 
15 2 , 
This pool system and issuance of coupons thereof is operated 
solely under the provisions of the Athletic Contests and Events 
POols Act (Canada) and is not associated with or approved 
directly or indirectly by the National League of Professional 
Baseball Clubs or American League of Professional 
Baseball Clubs. 
~''L!'I+ '': . 
Rub off "BONUS" box. 
If the outcome of each of the last four 
games as disclosed on this coupon 
is identical to the four actual game 
results, this coupon wins the prize 
indicated under the "BONUS" box 
above. Rub• all 9 remaining game 
boxes to reveal game result forecasts. 
RESULTS CODE* • 
| Home WIN by morethan one run. 
Visitors WIN by more than one run. 
3 WIN by only one run by either 
team; or postponed; or cancdled; 
or incomplete game. 
., ... m m -  , 
L 
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HAGAR the HORRIBLE 
o 
ANIMAL CRAKER 
,r . ~' by Dick. Browne.,,,,>,,,,, , , - , . I I ~ ,  
• ', YOUR " " L' :' ' ' ~ :' ' 
,1 i"D,W.u',L i :, 
~ ' " '  '''''[ f'~ H O R O S C  O ~ E = __ ' .......... '' ...... ' . . . . . .  
''' ..... ~I' 1 r ': ' r ~'' q " ~ L : ' I ~ :':" : '' : ' r ' " '' A~I~ ~41 ~mdst 57 N .Y .  team 9 Confront" 
by Roger Bollen 
' , "1 Chancel : Peter" 
, part 43 Work Unit 
FOR TU~DAY, MAY ~, 19GI - 5--dedeux ~5 "--  Living "~ 
• ARIES • .8 Southwest stone, I 
(Mar. 21to Apr. 19) ~ P ~  wind. presume?" 
Information that slips out L~OldGreek 47Felt .:. 
now reminds you that It b not coln 51 Bdlllant- 
wise .to broadcast your ac- 13Vex '' colored 
tivities, especial]y in business. 14 Comded . fl~.: : . 
TAURUS ~I~ '  lSKindof * 'sIIAderellct 
(Apr. 20t0 May20) type , 54 l~ench 
You consider a business 17 High " ' river 
cards'. ~Beer's 
partnership. The cost of lSsooffs :c0~In, 
One of the boldly 
Caesars 10 German 
~9 Auidla~--. r iver 
I~ I  :. i l  Part of R&R 
1Hopeand.  16Adult' 
, Crosby ,: . ~ tadpole 
' ~ Black :. i, ,' 'I~ Lepldopter- 
3 Burrowing . ist'strap 
mammal " ~Govt-,mun 
' 4 Turner's , ,~l Macaw 
wood :, ~ ZSDeJocted 
5 Turkish , : II~ Meadow 
coin .. sound 
c : ~ - .  " • 6 Curve :IS Reimburse 
bildget. St~l, you'll enjoy 19~troduee Nl~ton 7Yamunlt 10Chendcal 
yourself with other.q. 21 Decompose ~/n l  a Degraders suffix 
~)TH/XT  _l~j (May21toJune20) W~'  ~cr~e IL~RL~I~IHaI~OIS~J .  ~.~__d, 
Play your cards close to the I~ Amethyst or ~~; , i~ i~ i -~- i  mgnoxa 
chest in business and there 'sapphire! ~ , hltl~ %
• will be gains. Downplay ego in ~ Figure of ~ 42 Killer 
career discussions. " Stick to ~ whales ' "ilk ' the po~t:. 31 Cupid 
. . . . .  " .... Taylor IT~INIK~IDIS~EIEP l  UFate 
' _ - -  ~i ' '! (Julle 21to JILlY ~9) ~ 38 "--  L~lke" i i i UII"~AIIM ~ RollHoward 
~E~.  (~x  ~ "  ~ ( . ~  . '. ln-laws play a role in your 36cuolldge's ~ IRD~IN IBEGIR~OI  ro le  .. 
i I~etm~y~Nemeomesftoma . .v l ce . .  ~ aOs~te  
_ 7~,t"~¢ - r "  .x~J r t .~b~, ) , ) ) )  ,,,~ ....... ~.,,s,o,,o.,.., . . . .  distant fritnd. 'Cultural ac- president ~~i~=Ti~E~ 49Merlt 
' # : tivlties timulate, you to in- 
' : tellectualaccompllshment. " 3840 HumorlstSphere" . 2-8 50 forceUnit of 
SHOE by  Je f f  MACNel Iy  (%~y20toAUg.22) ~ Lou is  Amwertoy.lerday'spunle, . ~eGraW 
I I (~ ,~I~)~J~' r  J~) l ~°~ f / I /~)~I"M~A~I~' J~  ~I _ _____ . . , _~ i  developments are in you," . I~ ,S  '~14.  __~.-._..-._.i~'r,~-,~,~u~ ~OT~_~_T i ~avor, t~ ,may be an ,~ 
I YO0~NFf)~I~O~A~|ItI~T~,TIC~_,~_R~, WA~TOC~OTo awk~ard moment with an ac- I' II U,7 .  
r A~'CATIZNINlcaw~'~,=~v,r4~. ~ I~C)I~I~1~~-_TOPARTICA~ATEINO0g ! ~ IA~lC-~d.k2~ll_..,~ mGO ,8 I 
nersh ip  ~affalrs . , . .are. 29 3o 
higidighted. You're 'effective 23 24: . 26 28 . ," 
in stating ideas. " - " 
- ~ ~  --~L~( ~J i ~ '~ ~ ~ # l ' :  ableJ°bings(soPt" 23to O~t. 22)increaSedyuSUCCeSSto express eemdeterminati°nt°inspireddle'"your ideasandOn ar thebr'ef. ' • 45 ~ 48 ~ 4, i/ ' ' ,'1" .~  w. 
BROOM-HILDA by Russell Myers fectively. .,. 
I°I"I II (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
~ ~  ~ You're in the mood to call' ~ .. . 
EVER TF.ACH 'fOg some compromise is in order. 57 ~' . . . . .  " 
• Heart-to-heart talks aI~t hal'- ' , ' 
mony after dark. i I ' ' . , '  ' :/'1~ ~ ..'" ' * ,' ' r , . . . .  .~. " . SAGr I~$1US , 
°" " . ' (Nov. 23 toDec. 21) ' 
', ~' You'll make home more ap- ' .. ' " . ::.. ' ' ' CR~UIP  . . . .  ,2;8 
_~g o..,~--~ rid of some clutter. Common DYJDPGWJ .PURDNARY QC CNEDG MNQIe 
o o - , .. sense dictates changes. • -. "' - • 
';: N ...... ,.. i (Dec..~.toJan;,.19)..i..'~,,~l:,~:.,, Yesterday,sCrypt0qulp..T,ROUGHiBUSY~[ONT~. 
. . . .  inspirations. Make the most of The Cryptoqulp b a sin)pie salmUtutlon cipher in which each 
the  AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Stan  Lee  your talents. Make important letter used stands for artether. If you think that X equals O, It 
• ealls, will equal O throughout the puzzle. Shale letters, ~hort Words, 
. . . .  " '" ~. and words using an apostrophe can glveyou dues toIocatlng 
~NNA ~ rr, ~:~... ~ ~ -v. ..... ~. ili r .i~:~ ~. ~ (Jan. 20 to Feb.gains18) ' "~'~.,=~I~*~ vowels. Solution is accomplished, by trial and error. 
Financial accrue, but " : . . . .  ' . . . . .  
|s / you need to watch frivolous . . . .  ' i ' 
~ i  before, making major put- ..... .". 
~!~ chases. H E A T H C L I F F . .  " 
~i i |~ .~!  (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Though there may beten- 
sign witha family member, 
~-~1-_.~' ~" ' you're ahit in your social cir- 
~I~ ~%// / ~ TO~e/  ~ ~ ~ y / /  l ~ PANI;~RI~I.t~ IT le ~ CLAIM ~ ingS !nsights. ' 
• "~-~ - "~ ~: . . -~ . , / . . I  i~!188 , ~ ~ ? . ~ -  YOU IiORN TODAY are an 
advanced thinker whose work 
usually is ahead of its time. 
B.C. by Johnny Hart You have an ability to bounce 
back from adversity. Indeed, 
E, ~T£1:~ 1: 6 CLA~4 your vocabulary. Your work 
I U ! L Ik It ideais,Sh°uld orawaYSelse reflectyou .b c meY°ur 
~-  A~.  /t--. . - -  " " temperamental. You dislike 
1 ~ -  ' . " tsking orders and belong in 
some independent line of 
work. Creative fields suit you 
fine, though you also have 
strong humanitarian leanings. 
Birth date of: Laurence 
Olivier, actor; . Richard 
Wagner, composer; and A. 
©~"~' - "  "." ",'" " " .'. Cun~nDoyle, writer. 
"~ "~," ' ~HE~ AT HI5 LOOPEST ON A I~K  FENCI~// ! '  " I 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE ' " . ,  by LynnJ0hnston . , 
: / )A . . /  
 anaers . , , . , . o  
i l i l lmnF i  • L 
I I  I 
Girl's one love , . ,  L . .  , . .  
,. "O~url.&y .ea?~Iddangh. 
• ' mr has ~men" damag one 
. I~_y for q year, He ~ also 
lg. She ass never been 
out with anyone else. Ae- " 
cording to her, they are 
In lave. 
I say she ls  too young 
to Ilnflt herself to one 
boy. Moreover, I am, 
afraid If she doesn t date 
anyone else she will re- 
gret it later in life . . . .  .,. 
the WIZARD of ID by Brant Parker and Johnny; Har! ." " My Wl fe ' tb inks  we 
' . . . .  should let her alone - -  
:~i;/~ and will make up her  
,'~.",:,~'~, own re.ind. Please We us 
• ~i::~i~i~ 7o~ ~ews. -- Concern. 
I 11 i~;;:!::'::~i If you try t.o force a 16- 
. . . .  your, borne will.become e 
,~,~,' battleground. I agi'ee 
• ~ .... that your daughter 
~ ~; would be better otrlf she 
~,:~s: dated others, but don't 
~i:iii:.i~ order ber to do It, 
l~  Just hope she sees the - ' Tho .  housewarming party wlsclom In your thinking 
and decides to take your i'hiI beenpostpOned."" r~:,'~.~, edvlce. . .... '""" . . . .  
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TRIPOLI (Reuter) ~ The Libyan economy is showing .payments owed" foreign companies, especially the small 
Signs 0f Strain as a slump In oii~experts and Col. Moam- ones. . " 
mar Khadafy's costly plan to attain self-sufficiency in a "ManY_companies are having to'ran for their money," 
desert country are taking t~eir toll. one Western diplomat said. 
Declining oil exports, brought on by ~e current glut on In addition to serapping some development plans to 
world ,:markets, have slashed Libya's annual, revenue reduce, expenditure, the Libyan .,peoples' congress 
from $22 billion In 1981 to less than half that anidunt. Oil (parliament) has cutback On imports. - 
reven~zeis not expected torise above $10 billlon this year if ,The country's imports in 1984 amounted to $5.6 billion, 
Libya maintains its current production level of 1.1-million down from $7.2 billion in 1982. 
barrels a day. There are rows of empty shelves at the gigantic peoples' 
. :  ~" 
They, noted that growing grapes in Libya is proving 
more expensive th~n iinporting them from Spain. But 
Khadafy insists on achieving his goal of self-sufficiency 
and will not Scrap the project despite the cost. 
PURSUES DREAM 
In April, Khadafy went a step further i~: realizing his 
dream of .building a society of :'pa'tne's, not wage 
workers": he began steps to eradicate 'iw te enterprise. 
First hit were pastry shops, rugma,,ers and artisans 
who were forced to close. Barbers and mechanics will be 
. . - .~ .-" 
For Sale 
at Stewart, B.C, 
--1981 Manco Deluxe 14x70 mobile homes $20,000 
--1971 Bendix 12x60 mobile homes $6,500. :\ 
--3 bedroom homes from S19,500. 
The country's total reserves in Febz;uary 1984 were 
estimated at $4.7 billion, down from the September 1983 
figure of $5.2 billion. 
Libya is dependent on oil for about 99 per cent of its 
developme,at plans, and the reduction in oil revenue has 
forced the introduction of austerity measures that the 
Libyens, having reaped the benefits of the ell boom of the 
1970s; are finding hard to accept, 
Much of the oil wealth is earmarked for Khadafy;s 
mammoth agricultural nd irrigation projects by which 
he hopes to turn the desert into a giant oasis. 
CUT GRANTS 
But even funds for'these developments have been 
slashed because of reduced oil revenue. In 19~l,,the third 
straight year the allocation was reduced, $6.5 billion was 
marked for the projects - -  an 11-per-cent cut from 1983. 
Diplomats said the Libyans now were evading 
supermarkets, Where it is possible to see a huge stock 
Danish cheddar cheese one day and virtually no.eheeso 
the next as people tend to hoard. 
BUTTER RARE 
Butter has been missing from the markets for months 
and cueumbers cost more than $7 a kilogram. 
One diplomat siad that in addition to the shortage of 
money, 4he sc~eity of some products was due. to inef- 
ficient distribution and the fact the state.owned super- 
markets are not commercially minded. 
"Nobody is starving, but the shops are empty," he said. 
Khadafy is eredited with having abolished poverty in a 
country of three-million inhabitants and of 'improving 
standards~f living with housing projects, but diplomats 
say some o f  his agricultural policies are rather 
unrealistic. 
German relations thawing out 
BONN (AP) - -  While Germans might also be was the decision by advantages to Honeeker, 
U.S.~%viet relations trying to act slightly more Chancellor Helmut Kohl's U.S. sources aid. 
remain in a deep freeze, independent of Moscow. government last year to Letting out people who 
of ' next. 
But this method is not proving to be an efficient alter- 
native as Libyan workers, stripped of any incentive for 
profit-making, are showing less productivity. 
The stallsat he once.bustling Tripoli market, whose 
roads twist from Green Square to the Med!terranean, are 
shuttered. 
Khadafy has also alienated the educated classes by 
orderingsalary cuts in what he claims is an effort to halt 
exploitation. A doctor's monthly salary has been slashed 
to $1,182, while a driver earns $1,013. 
STOCKPILE ARMS 
What makes Khadafy's economic policy even more 
unpalatable to many Libyans is that despite the dwindling 
cash flow, he has not cut military expenditure. 
It is ,of known how much of the general budget of $3.7 
billion is allocated for defence. But his involvement in 
Chad, estimated by diplomats to be costing .billions of 
dollars to maintain 5,000 Libyan troops there, is a drain on 
the economy. 
Khadafy has also been stockpiling advanced weapons at 
a rate most diplomats see as unrealistic because his army 
is incapable of absorbing them. He is known to be  
fascinated by Submarines, and several hundred Soviet 
advisers are accommodated at hotels near Tobruk, whei'e 
there are two submarine bases. 
those between East and 
West Germany have bebn 
thawing. 
Hardly a week has gone 
by this spring without 
some new inter-German 
development --  a new 
postal or trade agreement, 
a deal to put Western- 
made Volkswagen engines 
in East German cars, or 
another West ' German 
politician racing across the 
border to be photographed 
with President Erich 
Honecker of the com- 
munist East. 
Tliemost dramatic move 
had come from East 
Germany, which, after 
years of a tight emigration 
policy, opened its doors 
this • year and let out 
thousands of East Ger- 
mans, many of whom had 
asked to leave years ago. 
The new push for better 
relations seems to be 
coming from .the East, 
with economic need and 
political calculation ap- 
.~;maring to be the spurs for 
~ent  overtures, ay U.S. 
i officials and other experts 
"It seems Honocker may back a $400-million bank 
be trying to develop a new credit for East Rerlin, 
role as the Soviet Union's which is $8 billion in debt o 
bridgehead to the West,'•' the West and needs to 
said Angela Stent, modernize its industry. 
professor of government a After the loa~ changed 
Washiugton's Georgetown hands, the East Germans 
University and an East began dismantling some 
German expert, automatic guns along the 
"Honeeker may I~ inter-German border, 
• saying: "Listen, you guys, abolished mandatory 
w~can perform a function currency exchange 
for you by keeping these requirements for Western 
channels open. visitors under 15, and the 
'Tm sure they're,going two Germanys resumed 
to get something out of it, lapsed negotiations over 
too. The main reason is cultural exchanges and 
clearly economie.Still, you reached a new postal 
can't do something without agreement. 
thinking about he politic, ! In Januat'y, the East 
payoff." Germans began pouring 
West German over the herder. About 
willingness for better 22,460 crossed as of April 24 
relations has been ther~ compared with 11,300in all 
since Willy Brandt, then of last year, the Bonn 
the chancellor in Bonn, government says. 
developed his Nobel-Prize No one in the West knows 
winning "Os politik" of exactly when the flow will 
rapprochement with the stop, although officials in 
East in the 1970s. Bonn have said they do not 
But after the Brand, 'expect many' more than 
period passed, amny Bonn 25,000 refugees at this 
overtures to East Ger - t ime.  
many were ignored, llAS ADVANTAGES 
, The rele~e~appeared,to, 
..be partlyinresponse to the. 
loan, but, there .are other 
~'(~p~]Bonn and, Washington. GIVF-~_ LOAN ~ ,,~• ~. . 
• .: ! Some American ,expert~,.. :,-The gesture that seemed  
.... bald they suspect the East tochange that atmosphere 
do not want to live in East The latest Libyan joke has a Libyan worker gr~abling 
Germany can ease dissent, about having to .stand in endless lines for any purchase. 
And it has improved East and deelaring he wants to kill Khadafy. 
Germany:s image on the The response: "Go stand in that line over there." 
humanitarian level•in West • 
Germany and the world at 
large. 
Such image-bulldig 
could help roll out the red 
carpet for Honeeker when 
he makes aplanned visit to 
West Germany later this 
year. 
But the experts warn 
against reading too much 
in the" conciliatory at -  
mosphere. 
TREAD SOFTLY 
"The East Germans are 
not going to "become 
liberals. They are not 
going to do something that 
will make the Soviet union 
angry," said aU.S. official 
in Wdshington; who spoke 
On condition 'he remain 
anonymous. 
"They want to improve 
their relations with the 
West; they are not  goiug 
overboard." 
The situation is also 
trustable, he added; one 
• incident on the inter- 
. .Ge. rma.q border . could 
.ray,i've the entii;e recent-. :. 
improvement in goodwill. . . .  
As for the "German 
question,'"the U.S. experts 
Watchmakers optimistic 
dead one so long asthe 
BASEL, . Switzerland the figure for the traditional Swiss elegance, East-West mil itary pact 
(Reuter) --,  Swiss wat- 
chmakers are warily• 
optimistic a slump that 
almost obliterated one of 
the country's most im- 
portant industries may be 
ending. 
Traditionally makers of 
high-cost quality watches, 
the Swiss have suffered 
from the relentless on- 
slaught of cheap products 
coming out of the. Far 
East. 
The most dramatic 
broadside against the 
Swiss industry was 
launched by Houg Kong, 
which ~ in 1983 exported 
about 300-million watches 
at prices averaging $3.50. 
Against ~ueh com- 
petition, Swiss exports 
have slumped and the 
number of watch com- 
panies has fallen by one- 
fifth in three" years. 
In 1983, the  industry 
employed 32,649 people, 
compared' with almost 
47,000 in 1980; more than 
5,000 people from the 
seeotr are stil ! totally or 
partially unemployed.L 
The crisis point came 
last May, when Swit- 
zerland's two largest 
watch groups, SSIH and 
ASUAG, which account for 
one-third of the total in- 
dustry, faced bankruptcy. 
COMPANIES MERGE 
ASUAG and SSIH, 
makers of the Omega, 
Tissot, Longines, Eterna, 
Certtna and. Redo brands, 
have since merged after a 
$500-million bank rescue, 
the biggest bail-out in 
Swiss industrial history. 
After years of losses, the 
group aims to be ba~:k in 
black figures by: 1"986, 
reaping the profits of a' 
thorough management 
shakeup, streamlined " 
production a~di~ :the ~ ~' 
elimination of d~i)lieation 
in research - and 
marketing. 
Latest figures from the 
watchmakers' association, •
the Federation - 
Horologere, show that 
Swiss exports are at last 
picking up. Their value in 
the first two months of 1984 
rose to $220 million, up 12 
per cent from the same 
period last year. 
A federationreport said 
that while this is still below 
corresponding 1981 period, the appeal of the Swatch is 
total exportsin1984sh0uld a garish modernity in 
be above last yer's $1.6 colors even the company's 
billion. Switzerland sold own publicity concedes is. 
30.2-million watches and outrageous. 
watch movements abroad The Swatch, whie~z sells 
in 1983. at a domestic retail price 
Daniel Kellerhals, a of about $20, proved an 
director at the wat- unexpected commercial 
ehmakers' federation, said success and Swiss sales 
he's confident about the exceeded company targets 
future of the Swiss in- threefold in 1983. 
d ustry: "There is enough 
capital around to SOLD I~! MILLION 
restructure the industry Thanks to a marketing 
and we have highly• blitz, a total of 1.1 million 
developed production were made and sold last 
facilities and an extremely year  and the company 
highly qualified labor expects to more than 
force." double that in 1984. 
ENTERS MARKET 
Federation president Looking to the future, 
Andre Margot says he sees Hussy said three in- 
potential for recovery in no,at,re products to be 
new cheap watches marketed at the start • of 
produced here, such as 1985 are "trumps in the 
ASUAG-SSIH's Swatch company's hand," They 
and the M-watch, produced are controlled by a 
by the  private group microprocessor that 
Mondaine. brings the time, date or 
The Swatch was the first day on to a screen at the 
S~viss departure into cheap touch of a finger. 
electronic watches and 
ASUAG-SSIH's chief Riding serenely above 
spokesman, Robert Hussy, the storm of industrial 
says he's delighted with change • are the 
the market's'response, aristrocrats of the Swiss 
"Wedon'thaveanysales watch industry - -  luxury 
problems," he said. "The producers housed .in and 
only question we face is around Geneva, including 
whether capacity can Patok Philippe, Vacheron 
match demand." Constant,n, Piaget, and 
Deliberatell shunning Audemars Piguet. 
~,, Terminal = EX lWmq 
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
638-8195 
Radio Message Answering Service 
For' Pager No.31 
BUSINESS ROAD RUNNER 
SERVICE TO 
TERRACE-THORNHILL- 
REMO-AIRPORT 
E.A. GARNER LTD. 
Terrace Bus Terminal 635-3680 
system divides Europe. 
Moderate improvements 
in inter-German relations 
don't change 'that fact, 
although they sometimes 
make the rest of the world 
nervous, the experts aid. 
"We are very happy to 
ee an area where East- 
West relations are im- 
proving," said the U.S. 
source in Bonn. "But it 
does contrast with other 
things going on" in East- 
West relations." 
CONTACT 
Mr. McLood 6 -22  
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Heritage and Museums 
Advisory Committee 
The District of Terrace would appreciate 
receiving an Indication from persons Interested 
In serving on the Terrace Heritage and Museums 
Advisory Committee. 
The Heritage and Museums Advisory Com- 
mittee Is a voluntary Council appointed agency, 
whose function Is to make recommendations to 
Counc i l ,  Ton such matters respecting designation 
of heritage buildings, structures, and lands, and 
the demolition, preservation, alteration,-or 
renovation of those buildings, structures and 
lands. 
All interested persons are requested to contact 
Mi'. Bob Hallsor, Clerk.Admlnlstra|or, District 
of Terrace, either personally at the" Municipal 
Office, or by telephoning 635.6311. 
At a prim sosp, ecial 
it'll out me aoor. 
This special Volkswagen is built only once a year, in limited numbers. 
And it includes a number of special extras at a special price. • 
Things like: a large rear deck spoiler, power antenna, rear 
window wi 
computer (
dinated bu 
• mirrors. 
So dor 
Orit'll fly c 
without yo~ 
Wolt 
Limi 
Columbia do Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE/635-5717 
were got it good 
ALL SEASON 
RADIAL TIRES 
Tread wear on the KM 440 is 
guaranteed (not just rated) 
for 75,000 kin. 
¢Reg:  155180R13 
'*" 53  s ' • each  
INSTALLED 
SIZE REG. SALE 
165/80R13 74.97 56.97 
185/80R13 83.97 61.97 
185F/5R14 87.97 64.97 
195/75R14 92.97 67.97 
205/75R14 94.97 68.97 
215/75R15 102.97 76.97 
225/75R15 104.97 78.97 
235/75R15 .106.97 80.97 
~ ~ C NOADDlTl0NALCHARGEFOR;elnstallat*°nePunctureRegalreR°adHaz' I 
ard Insurance • Seasonal Removal And Installation Of K mart Tires, 
© © IN ADDITION: Every 8,000 km. for the life of your K mart tire. we •ill: 
1. Thoroughly inspect ires and valve stems 2. Properly rolate hres, 3. Chock PLAN ,,oo, alignment. ,. Rehalance. 
COAST ro COAST WARRANTY ¢OVERASE. 
SALES INVOIOE REOUIRED FOR WARRANTY SERVICE. 
DRUM MBINATION 
BRAKE 
SERVICE INCLUDES: 
• Inspection and servicing of entire braking system 
• Replacement of pads and linings 
• Resurfacing of drums and rotors 
Additional parts extra 
117 oo 
i 
SKEENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
AUTO CENTRE OPENS AT 9 A.M. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
I 
DIAGNOSTIC ENGINE 
ANALYm & 
PRICE INCLUDES: 
Electronic scope check * Inspect rotor * Inspect 
distributor cap * Inspect battery cables ,, Clean bat- 
tery terminals * Set engine timing * Inspect fan belts 
and adjust if necessary * Adjust carburetor (where 
applicable) * Inspect air filter and gas filter • Inspect 
pollution control valve. 
4, 6 & 8 CYLINDERS 1 9 9 9  
I I I " 
OUr ~OhCy I1[ ,O QIVO OUt ¢u||OfltOrl | rlllrOl|lon 
ilWlyl. 01tl hrm ,fit,at,on, e to h.t~t, r ,i, ~t~.*~t ..H~ 
dim in ,fO(k On rJuf %httlkt ~,rf .gn ad)tll,;P~ t~n, 
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ServiceB ServlceB Services Services Servlcea Hire " mlacellaneou= 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
assistance wlth household 
management and  daily 
living activities to aged, 
hand icapped,  con. 
valescenfl, chronically IIh 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1P4. 
: Phone 635.5135. 
: (ped-30nov) 
TERRACE PRO-LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to lifo of the 
• Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active end 
. supp°r t lng  members 
• welcome. Phone Roberta 
.635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
-: (ppd-30iune-84.) 
~. CANADIAN PARENTS for 
:: French (Terrace Chapter) 
'Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
• every month at 0:00 p.m. at 
: the Kill K'Shan staffronm. 
: For more Information, call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(ppds.291une) 
KSAN HOUSE is" 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELp line 635. 
6447. (ppd-aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth , at Northwest 
Communlly College. We are 
a support group for foster 
porents..If you would like to 
talk to us please call " 
Jacqule 635.6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(pp3-1une2984) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pm 638.1362. 
(ppd.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
companlomhlp and help If 
we can to temllles who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen -- We provlda 
free soup to those In need; 
this service Is provided by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to malntaln thls sorvlce. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10am -4pal 
638-1604 
.. (ppd2-30mor84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.in centre; support 
service for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing;  support 
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
638-0228 
(ppcl-7mo.38Mar'84) 
Canada. For Information ALANON MEETINGS 
phone Bea 635-3238 or Judy Monday et Mills Memorial, 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 Hospltah at 8pro Phone 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. Isabel 630.9359 or Gloria 635. 
(ppd-13 Iui84) S045. 
PARENT'S-IN.CRISIS A (ppd.23mar84) 
self-help group for parents, 
seeking to change 
desh'uctlve patterns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
msetlngs. Telephone crlsls 
line . 635.5566 or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppda-201une) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there Is a movie Dn 
Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppd.14mey) 
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CLASSIPlED RATES 
LOCAL OMLY 
20 words or less 9|.00 per insertion. Over 20 
• words S Cants per word. 3 or more ¢onsecunv~, ' 
• Insertions $1.50 per insertl0n. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no retonds after ad has been set. 
• CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second insert ion.  
Allowance can be mode for only one incorrect ' 
ed. 
SOX NUMeEES 
/,1.00 Rlckup, 
S2.0Q mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available uPgn requsst. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cenls Per agate line• Minimum charge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LIEOAL • POLITICAL Wad TRANSIENT AD. 
VaRTISlNO 
37 cents per line. 
IUS iN ISS  PERSONALS 
S$.00 per l inlt per month. On s min imum four 
monlh basis. 
'¢OMiNe IVeNTS ' • 
For Non.Profit Orgenisltions. Maximum S dlyS 
Insertloo prior tO ovens for no ¢hlrge. Must be |$ 
.wordl or I l l l ,  tyl~KI, and Iubmi t t ld  to our Of fide., 
D IADL INE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prIo, to Rublicatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED 
11:00 e.m, on de~t previous to day of pobtl¢atlOfl 
Monday to Friday. 
AkL  CLASSlPiEO CASH WITH ORDER other 
th in  BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service ch l rs l  Of IS .N an I l l  N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING OISCRIPTIDNS 
No charge provided news submitted within arts 
month, 
BOX SW, T lrr lce~ | .¢ .  Home Delivery 
VIO 4e4 Plane ILlS.alibi 
h 
CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Notices 6.00" 
Births 6.00 
Engagements 6.00 
Marriages 6.00 
Obituaries 6.00 
• CardofThanks 6.00 
In Memorlum 
~ver 60 words. S cents each additional v/or~.00. 
PHONE 6~.63S7 - ClaSsified Adver'tlSmp 
Oeparlment. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
elfectlve October h IHO 
Single Copy gsc 
By Carrier mth. $3.50 
By Carrier ynr  35,~ 
By Mal l  3 mths, 2S.00 
ByMal l  6 mths.~.00 
By Mai l  t yr.'SO.00 
Senior C i t l l ln  ' f yr. 30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr. 6S.~ 
The Herald reserves the r ight to clasSify ads 
Under appropriate headings and to ~It rites • 
therefore and tO determine PlOW IocntIw1, 
The Herald reserves the r ight tO revise, edit, 
classify or rel ict  any eOvertisement end to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald BOX 
Reply Service end to repay the customer the Sum 
paid for the advertiSement and bOX rental, 
60X replies 0fl "H01d" instructions not picked Up 
within 10 days of expiry o1 an edv l r t i~mlnt  wi l l  
be destroyed unless raff l ing instructions I re  
received. Those answering Box Numbers I re  
requested not to send originals OI documents to 
avoid toss. All claims of errors in advert isemlnts 
must be received by the publisher within 30 0IyS 
after the first publication. 
It iS 4grood by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity Of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish err adva*'llisement or in the 
event at an error 8ppaorlng P~ .*he :dvci l isemenl 
~,S I~uollShed Shall ba l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the.advertising space OCcupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only. and that 
there shall be no l iabil ity to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for Such advertising. 
Advertisements ~lust comply With the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that diSCrlmJnMes against any 
parson because of his r ice, religion, sell, color, 
nationality, ancestry,or place of origin, or  
becaus~ his age is pelwaen . and ~ years. 
unlels the condition IS justified by a t~n l  tlde 
r .eqt)lremen for the work ihVOIved. 
TERRACE do J lu  
KITIMAT 
- a id  
Classified Mail.in Form 
• Your Ad'...  
" ' ' ' ' ' '  " ' ' ' ' * ' ' ' " ' " ' * ' " "  ° " . . , , , * * . , , , , * , , , ,H . ** , . , , * * ,  
,= , , , , . . , . , , . . ,  .,....,...,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,.,.,,**.,,.,,,,, , , , * * . ,  . , . , , . ,  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , , , . . . , , , , . , , . ,  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classif ication . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along with 
20 words or less: $2 per day cheque or money order to: 
14,50 for three consecutive days DAILY  HE RALD 
$6 for four consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C: 
$7.50 for f ive consecutive days VHG 2M7 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE-  We 
are a non.government 
agency that provides advice 
and counealllng to the 
unemployed, Our servlces 
are free. If you need help 
wlth Unemployment 
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources glve us a 
call. . 
4721 Lazelle, " 
Rm.200 
(Back of Tllllcum Theatre) 
63S.4631 
(ppd2.30mm:84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Menday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
United Church 
4207 Lazelle 
Tuesday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
SacredHeei't Church 
483O Straume 
Wednesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Frlday--8:30 p.m. 
[Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
• 3313 Kalum 
• Saturday --8: 30 p,m, 
(Open) 
Hospltal Psych Unit 
Sunday --8:30 p.m. 
(Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs.-- 638.8195. 
(ppd-311uly84) 
TERRACE • 
DISTRICT " 
COMMUN ITY 
SERVICES ... 
635-3178 
4530 Lakelse Ave. 
~"~ ' ...... "l'errace VeG 1P4 ' ''~ 
ALTERNATE 
EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS OFFICER • 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635-1256 
MEALS-ON.WHEELS 
635-3178 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
630-8117 
SKE ENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWIP) 
635.5778 .. 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
TO CH ILDR EN 
635.7087 " 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
635.5135 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
635-7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
• & LIVING SKILLS * 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday at" 
6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit. For In.. 
formation call Joanna 635. 
7742 or Kathy 638.0497. 
(ppd6-31aug) 
PROGRAMME CADRE- 
FRANCAIS Le Ministate 
de L'Educetlon offre~aux 
Francephones de Terrace 
un education en Francals. 
Pour Information: J.Y. 
Paul 635-9527 L. Tremblay 
635.4832. 
(pl-41un) 
VOLUNTEER HOMES 
NEEDED Interculture 
Canada, an International 
non.profit organization, Is 
looking for a volunteer 
family who would bike to 
host an exchange student 
for the 1984.85 school year. 
You can discover Japan, 
Germany, France and 
many Latin American. 
countries by hosting one of 
the 180 students who will 
come to Canada to learn 
English and finish their 
high school. For further 
Information call Llse 
collect at (514) 288.3282. 
BUSINESS HOURS.- 
• MAy • • 
5:00pro'to 9:00pro 
Tues. to Friday 
l:00pm to 5:00pro 
Sunday ' 
(Special rates to 
unemployed) 
Consign your Items now. 
L.W. Sears 
i i 
2 Comin9 
Events 
THE, TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wil l  be 
hol.dlng Its Annual Genera I 
Meeting on May 2Sth at 
7:30pm In the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Election-of officers, will 
take place. All Interested 
In thisclub are urged to 
attend. 
(nc.28may) 
THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating "Club wil l  be 
holding Its Annual General 
Meeting on,. May 28th at 
7:30 p:m. Ih the Terrace 
Public Library basement. 
Election of officers will 
takepiace. All interested in 
"this club are urged to at- 
ts~d. 
(nc-28may) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
BLUES all native fashion 
show and dinner will be 
held In conlunctlon with 
the Kermode Friendship 
Secletyrs annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, 
starting at 3p.m. 
New members are 
welcome and election for 
the board of directors wlll 
also be'taking place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Information. 
(nc~lun) 
LADLES AUXIL IARY 
Branch 13 Royal Canqdien 
Leg!on Terrace annual 
spring smorgasbord. 
Sunday May 27th 4:00 p.m. 
at the Legion.. 
(nc.4.23may) 
BIRTHRIDHT TEA & 
Musical evening. BIr. 
thrlght warmly Invltas 
everyone to the tea end 
musical evening on 
Monday 28 of May from 
7pro to  9:30pro on the 
Public Hl~alth Unit, 
Multipurpose Room, on 
Kalum St., Admission: 
baby.i ~lft ,  diapers, 
maternity clothes o'r 
financial donation. 
(nc.2Smay) 
DANCE REVUE 84 9th 
annualperformance by the 
'Vlckl Parvlalnen Dance 
Students. May 2Sth at 8pro 
at R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
TIckofs available from the 
students and Sight and 
Sound or phone 635.2142 
end 623.2421. Prices are 
adults $4, students over 12 
$,%' .children and senior 
cltlzens S2. Donations from 
the proceeds go to the~ 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Fund. 
Come and enjoy an  
evening of entertainment 
for the whole family, 
(nc-23may) 
A DINNER BANQUET 
will be held on Set. May 26 
at the Sandman Inn. 
Starting at 7pro. For 
tickets and or more In. 
formation please contact 
','A 'e TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
• ELECTRICIAN 
N0 lobs to smell, all lobs 
cons idered . .Very  
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. (p~a0may) 
Atmtil°n I F INISHING CAR- 
, Phone ~.7824 PENTRY Renovations 
• 4106Highway . [ & additions. Jour. 
16East. " neyman • carpente,'. 
" (ps.24may) Rate Sl2.00 per hour. 
Phone 638.193h (p20. 
Ilune) 
14 BualneaB 
i 
PerBonal, 23 Se rviceB 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER. 
I/ICES 24 hr. Answering FREE 128 Career Guide 
Service, Typlng,.~ Paging shows you hew to train at 
Photocopying Alarm home for 205 top paying full 
monltorln0. 3238 Kaium St. and part time lobs, 
Phone 638.8195. Grenten Institute (Dept. 1- 
(accT.mer-ffn) "25) 1055 West Georgia 
FILTER QUEEN Street No.2002 Vancouver. 
Sales& Service .Call (604)685:0923 today. 
Phone (accg. 
6,15.7096 1,7,0,14,1S,21,22,28,29may) 
GASS AND ASSOCIATES 
AL TOOVEY Exploration Specializing In 
FURNACE REPAIR Base and PreciousMetals 
Property Evaluation. 2604 Phone635.T524 (sff) Exshaw " Rd., . N.W. 
D. L .G .  P ORT E R Calgary, Alberta T2M.4ES. 
C H ART E R E D A C- Phone (403)282-6179. 
COUNTANT, Trustee .in (acc1,22maY) 
bankruptcY, receiver, MUSIC :BY NIGHTHAWK 
l iqu idator .  209-4650 Gountry, GrafflthM.O.R., 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box available for bookings. 
888, Terrace, B.C. VaG. Phone 635.9331; 635.9638. 
• 4R2. 638.0361,- 635-5702. (ps.24may) 
-•. (p20.28may) 
19 Help 
Wanted 
I I  
,:iMMEDIATE ~ ~. ;;~; 
OPENING fo r  1 
waitress. Part.time, 
evening shift. Must be 
experienced. Also 
required/ 1 part-time 
cleaner (Potential for 
• full-time). For ap. 
pelntment call Manuel 
at 635.7750, between 
10am-2pm. 
(accl0-41un) 
RECI~PT IONIST~ 
CLERK.TYPIST requires 
permanent par t . t ime • 
position. Responsible end 
mature. Please call 635- 
7843. 
(pl0.4lun) 
THE TERRACE Kit. 
sumkalum Salmonld 
Enhancement Society Is 
accepting applications for 
the position prolect 
menagor of Deep Creek 
Hatchery. .Applications, 
including all relevant 
exporlence In f ish culture 
and coplen of supporting 
documents should be 
forwarded to box 21 V8G 
4A2 Terrace, B.C. before 
June 10. For further In. 
formation contact D. Webb 
- .. 635-7863 
(plxh 
(ppdB-a~. M) 
JUDO CLUBS For Junior,7. 
14 years. Ju~Jlfsu for adult. 
For more Information call 
635.9316 end 635.9556. 
(p3-30mey) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Assoclatlen of. 
Skeena. Information' .~ 
Memberships. Phone 6,18. 
1206. 
(PB-31eug84) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
Tllllcum Bulldln0 4721 Suite 
201 .Lamlle Ave. Office !
hours Nk)n. to Frl. from 9am. 
Io 11am Saturday 9era to 
tpm Phone ~.3P07 anytime 
(ppd.lureea) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 635.4043 A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
for victims of 
assault. Office !ocatlon: 
N~2.3238 Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Mon.Frl . . . .  
: (l~d-aPrl120-1N) 
PLEASE SUPPORT = 
sexual - Steve Ross6384142e; Roger 
Gibbs 635-53?.3; Something 
Book Store ~.U03. 
A warm welcome and open 
Invitation to all presented 
by: Full 
635.5405 or J. Morgan 635. 
9277. 
(10.41un) 
WANT TO-- 
--make extra money 
--meet nice people 
--work "flexible hours 
---get free professlenal 
sales training 
AVON IS FOR YOU 
Call Karen collect at 
635-7810. 
(p10.28may) 
EXPERIENCED 
RESIDENT Manager for' 
30 unit apartment. Must 
have references and be 
.bondab le .  Coup le  
preferred. Send resume to: 
William seumure, RR3, 
Kl!by Road, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 4R6, 
(p4.22may) 
22 For 
' Hire 
WE ARE 2 enthusiastic 
senior unl,~erslty students. 
Environmental studies and 
psychology tailors with 
varied work experience : 
Gospel versatile, dependable, and 
Businessman's Fellowship available now. Phone 638- 
International. 8263. 
(nc-23mey) (p5.23may) 
I II II i 
WANTED- -For  men's 
gospel quartet, .i baritone 
Singer. Must be able to 
sight read music. 635-5612 
after 5pm. 
(p6.23may) 
39 nic.lne 
. 
I 
FOR SALE-- Coopers & 
Lybrand  L imi ted ,  
Receiver.Manager for The 
casslar Packing Company 
Ltd. and Royal Fisheries 
Limited offers the 
following vessels for sale. 
--GIIInetters: Casslar 
Numbers 93, 21,22,23,24,28; 
--Nightingale: Terrl Dale 
II; Ronnle; Nocturne. 
---Collectors: Westward; 
Do Boy II; Kay Mac. 
--Seiners and Draggers: 
Cal;manah Light; Sea 
Rake; Alr i ts ;  Pacific 
Rover; Gypsy Traveller; 
Command Performance; 
Windward Star;. Pacific 
Bandit. 
Contact aid Iranzad at 112. 
274-1221 or 112.661-5700. 
(accamey.fdn tues'ony) 
22 '  R IVERBOAT 
Flbregless over styrafoam 
and wood frame, with 3 
stage Hamilton Jet and 350 
Chevy power call 635.5927 
evenings. 
(p20-Blun) 
30 Furniture & 
Appliances 
BRAND SPANKING MEW 
3 pc:.,*s011d,'oak%Wafl~ unit. 
Contalns glass, dlsplay 
cablnets, cupboards, 
drawers and open shelves. 
($2,964.00 value)' S2300 
Phone 635.25S4 between 
7:30 & 8:30 a.m. 
(p$.28may) 
31 
Pets 
I I 
STANDING AT STUD 
BE RAZTUS 2 
1970 Q.H. Stallion 
Raztus Is a RaM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show RaM end Youth 
RaM Producer. Sire of 7 
hi.point award winners. 
NBCQHA..1983. 
CONTACT 
DRIFTWOOD RANCH 
J im& Elleen Shorter 
Smlthers 847-3165 
(p20-81un) 
FOR SALE-- Beautiful 
purebred cats. Phone 635. 
3253 after 6pm. 
(pB.2Smay) 
33 For Sale 
mlBcellaneous • 
1977 MODEL 22' 
RIENELL DEEP V 
hardtop •wi th  Alaska 
bulkhead. Purchased new 
in late 1970 and was used 
sparingly for 3 seasons. 
Has been stored under 
cover for last 2yesrs. Has 
188 Mercrulser I.O with 10 
IRS on newly rebuilt leg. 
140 engine hrs., pew 
windows In full stand.up 
:'canvas,' swim grids w~ 
ladder and motor mount, 
sink, 2 burner alcohol 
stove, Ice box, toilet, c.b., 
sounder, sleeps 4, spare 
prop, anchor etc. c-w 3,500 
lb. tandem read runner 
trai ler with Timken 
bearings and buddies. 
Whole unit is neat and 
clean and ready for the 
summer. Asking $16,500. 
Phone 847.51Sl. 
(P4-15,lS,22,23may) 
40Equipment 
INTERNATIONAL 1S0 
Track Loader. Grapple, 
bucket & winch. Call 635. 
9577 days 635"-7850 nights. 
Ford 8N Tractor $1,000. 
1965 IH 10yd. Gravel Truck 
$4,000. 
(p4.23mey) 
FOR SALE-- 1976 John 
Deere Backhoe 510. Phone 
635-5347. 
(p10.24may) 
CRACKED? 
Cy l inder  heads, 
castings or block 
repairs. Contact us first 
for the best quaUtY and 
least price. Exchange 
stock available. TRI- 
PAR, Prince George, 
B.C. 563.71111. 
(ecc.tu) 
HAWKE S EAFOODS 
Specializing In .fresh 
prawns. Insoason cod, 
octopus, snails, halibut 
and ~lhrlmp. Fresh Red 
Snapper. 1928 Bobs|an 
CraB. 
(p20.7Jun) 
' 43 For Rent 
P I 
CEDAR SHAKES 24" I misc .  
No.1 rasawn, red cedar I hi 
058 per sq.; 24" No.2 I 
shakesS30persq. Phona I HALL FOR RENT-- 
638.1912. .| Ukranian Catholic Hell. 
• (p10.31may) J Located at 4636 Welsh 
Avenue. Terrace. Kitchen 
• , ~ •facil it ies available. No 
catsrlnR. For bookings or 
F I more Information phone 
38 Wanted ~.~,12T~m.~. 
• ~ ~. , ~. i ...... • (ecc.tusdfn) mlscellaneeuii ~ .... 
III !~" ~ ~'POR RE'NT 
. . . . . . . . . .  L...,: .... Oddfellw~l Hi l l  
.... 3222 Munro Street. For 
~l i ~ . Information ra rentals 
WANTED phone 635.2794 or 635.3995. 
Good used guns, (ecc.tues&frl.ffn). - 
furnlture and 
appliances. FOR RENT--  Cement 
SPOT CASH or forms, Call 638.1396. 
consignment. (stfn) 
We buy good used 
cassefle tapes. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADIN~ 
" 32t5 Kalum 
638-1613 
(acc 14f.ffn.tuesenly ) 
I / ]  
Sui es <: .,: 
/i'::: fa t  Reni;i/; -/~ 
WOODGREEN ; ' : 
APARTMEN~ 1,.2:and 3 
bedroom .' • - apartments. 
Oowntown.r..lo¢allly; ' .: ' . 
C0mlilete Vi!lli dlshwasher,., 
.. fimilb<.ce,:/fl-ipge;id0ve:arid ' 
. drapiii: "un~ercovei., 
parklng, Sec. urlty entrance, 
Phone 635-9317. • 
(accsept12tfn) 
FOR RENT--1 I~edroom 
suite West side :of duplex. 
'1 
|1 H • ' *;48':"',- o.mel:i~i : :: 1:55: Buslnets 
: : :  : ::/f~ir~!e~t,::!;: :-;::: i:;: i l ;0pPu,tunitg 
m ~ ~ m i .::. ~:',~:=.": ...... '::~, --,, .. i 
DELUXE/ MAUl:: CONDO ", ~BUSl  M 
:;for rent,';,t the Whdtsr in : I ., ESS FORI  
Kannapall. Best I~atlon on ISALE- -  Established I 
beach ......... Wr'lte' Mr. I l a~ l to r la l  'buslnessl  
McCarthy; 1981 W: 44 Ave. lp resent lv  nross lnal  
Va~c;euver V6M 2E8 or call | t  1 nn ~nnn , ; , , .  -'s ~.. I 
"; ~ , ' .  • _ ' -  " . "  , 1~1¢ vv ,vvv  g l l l lV~l  I )F  i I  16041736.0653 aays, * ' • . . . .  
(604i261.68J2 e~es. |Financial stetementsl 
(sffi.tuas.tfff) 
3 BEDROOM house In 
towd, F, rldge, stove, 
washer an d dryer. No pets. 
Refe¢ences required. Also 
2 bedroom trailer. No pets. 
The Herald, Tuesday, May 22, 190,4, Page 13 
59 mob l le : ,  : 
- .o - ,  :,,::: r'oss" r""'mn , -  . r  , - , , . , ,  - . . . .  / 
1966 KNIGHT *Traller "' " " ' . . . . . . . .  ' : . I 10'x40' plus 1addition 
10'x22'; finished. Excellent A." Delighted you a~,ed back to the Garden :Kate m Tled a l~.  When will lthalP 
cond i t ion . . . :  $5,~00 since Uds other Incident bat a New Jersey State Fen?--J.C. .. 
negotiable. Phonej~3.2~21. hasn't received much Opera benefit. He sang a 
(p20-7Jun) ~ publicity, - Jugs before duet with Pablo Elvlre, a A. Beats me. ]l&lekl.smd 
barhone with New York's bride-to-be J rry IiaH dm't 
- : . - , ,  : Michael wu to tske the Met~pelitan Opera, and seem to have a firm. Idea 
stage that.nlght at Los held his own n/cely. Paul elther.Aweddingseemseer- 
FOR RENT 2 BEDROOM Ange les  ' Sh, r l 'ne  msdeldsoperatledebuttwo tsin.Mtheandex-medelHall 
AudlInrinm to film a cam- years ago wlth the SealUe recanUy signed apre-nuptlal 
merelal before a l ivens-  Opera and has sung from agreement  In Par |a ,  
stove, washer, dryer. .Q. Is Bette Mldler dlence, his assoeiates time to time on the Johnny presumably to protect Jag: 
Available June 1. Adults. romsntlcellytledtoanyone heard shouts coming from Carson show. He's Just war- ger's RollingStoees-accmeo: 
No pets. Reierences rlghtnow? -K .L . .  the men's room. Rul ing mtogup, cash horde in ease the 
please; Phone 635-7411. A, No, Bette i l  playthg Inside, they found Jackson mriUd Hiss withers. And 
One block from swlmn~lng 
pool. Phene L638"1048. " 
(p3;~may) 
DELU)~E ONE 
BEDROOM apartments. 
Close to town. Complete 
with stove, frldge and 
carpet. Phone 638.1168 
days or 635-9080 & 638.1533 
evenings. 
iaccffn.16may) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes .  
Available Immediately. 
References . required. 
Phone 638.1366. 
.. : . . (p10-24may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopplng centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638.8417. 
(p20.21may) 
4 BEDROOM house with 
basement. In do~n town 
area. No pets. References 
required. $$00 month. 
Phone 635.9292 or 635.7935. 
(p5.35m~y) 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex 
available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  deuble-wide trailer. Ex- 
machines. Reply to Bo~ cellent condition. Fridge, 
149S c-o Terr'ace. 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 
Box 399, .Terrace, B.C 
VgG 4B4. 
* (p20.25may] (p3.22may) 
. , i  I . 
6ORecfec~tionol 
57 .  ' Veh ic les  
f lutomobile8 , ,  
' " /FOR SALE--  1993 i 
I VEHICLE" I I Yamaha Skldoo. Bids i 
i only. Call Red or Ann at I 
TRANSFERS, Sales I i 635-2261 between g:3o i
Tax, ICBC Autoplan. i I a.m. & 5:00 p.m. I 
• "For all your Insurance i I (acclO-30maY) i 
needs. Wlghtman & | 
Smith Insurance, 3227 i 
Kalum Street, Terrace. | FOR SALE-- 1976 Ford 
635"6361. • I 
(acctues-m,ar27.84) I Ranger One (I) Ton 
Supercab, V8 Autometlc, 
the field, Her most recent 
favorite Is a bearded, 
bespectacled chap by the 
name of Benoit Gautier. 
He ind Eetts SOt together 
while she WU maldn8 me 
mtalo video from her latoot 
record Idbla~, "NoFHI]I." 
Gautier produced the 
video, In any event, he and 
the Divine Oae are duerth- 
ed u"belt friends." 
Q. Isn't It true Mary 
Tyler Moore's recent mar- 
flags Is In trouble because 
wants to keep working 
while he instals on a stay- 
at-home wife? ,.- L,L, 
A. Couldn't be farther 
from the truth. Flret of all, power steering, power 
Frldge&stove|ncluded, .110Osq.ft. Frldge&stove 1970 BUICK SPECIAL brakes, new radial tires Mary's November mar. 
l"Jap to Dr. S. Robert 
Sauna & recreation Included. Carport. One Deluxe. Good engine, fires (6) and 1976 Skipper LevIne Is atfll pretty h'esh 
~oom. 635-9023 or 635. block from Wesfend Store. are like new. For parts Deluxe Camper. 118/= ' long -- they recently returned 
5189 to view. Available June 1st. $458 $275. 1971 Datsun for parts, c.w fiberglass roof, marine from a delayed hone/moon 
(p20-23may¢ per month. Plus deposit, good engine $300. Phone toilet and shower, hot In Hawaii. 8eoondly, he 
NO pets. Phone 635.2643. 635.7427. "(sift water system, 3 wayfrldge, knows better than to micry 
• (p5-23may) 4 burner stove with oven a big.Dame aetre~ lind u .  
and furnace. Both In ix- Fact her not to work. 
.2 BEDROOM house for 1978 MONTE CARLO 2 cellent condition. $7,800 or Thlrdly~ ha encourages 
. rent. Stove & frldge Inc. door hardtop, 305 motor, best offer. Call 624:3623 Mary to step up her caroor, 
No accident then that she', 
Available June 1.84. Phone auto., AM.FM stereo, •. Prince Rupert. ' mad)' to start a'blg TV 
6~5.9418. • " winter,summer fires, g(~xI. . (pS'28maY) movie opposite James 
(pS.23may) condition. Call 849-5784 Garner ("Heart Sounds"), 
after 4pro. " " -' SKYLARK 10' Camper, .' followed by. two other 
movie projects, In ~ho~ (p10-31may) toilet, stove with oven, 3 
MTM la ))mini back like 
way frldge, furnace, paibulterl  -- with her 50 Homes 1981 MAZDA RX7 GS, hydraulic jacks. To view hulband's enthulialtlo ap 
, fo r  SGJe ' Excellent condition. 28,000 4806 Hamer St. or phone provld . . . . .  
i miles, AM-FM radio, 40 635-6901. Q. Didn't eomethins eleo 
:hannel C.B. No winter : (p5.22may) befldl Michael Jackson on 
FOR SALE BY OWNER?-- miles. $9,900. Phone 635. the night his hair caught 
3400. FOR SALE-- 18" travel fire? What'sthe fullstory? 
A small 3 bedroom house (P4.25may) trailer, frldge, stove, with a fireplace and lots of , --D.E. 
trees In the yard. Close to oven ,  bathroom,  ~ ~ "" 
• town and schools. Asking ~r~Gi  ' 
"9,SO0. Phone 638.1639. "~ ~ ~ : shower. Pressurized 
water. Excellent con- 
(stf.29may) V on  8 dltlen. Phone after 5 638- , ' . 
1 BEDROOM & one .  two 
bedroom duplex suite for 
rent. in town. Frldge and 
stove, carpets. No pets. 
Phone 635-5464. Available 
June 1-84. (p3.24may) 
5 BEDROOM home on f/g , 
acre, on Skeena St. 2 
fireplaces, garden area, 1981 'MAZDA P.U.-Short 
barn,": sauna. Asking box sports.truck. 5 speed. 
$87,500. Phone 635.2485 AM.FM cassette. $4,900. 68  Leuo I 
airier 5 p.m. Phone 538-3400/ ' 
(p4.25may) 
i 1979 JEEPr.CHEROREIE 
' tx4,  automatic; radio 
$2,600. Call 638.1879 after 
room., interested party 6pro. 
only. Price $8L500. Firm. (p10.24may) 
635.3449.. . • 
(p10-24may) MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
FOR SALE-- by owner. 3 F150 4x4, 6 cyl. short box, 
• bedroom full basement new fires, canopy, roof 
house In Thornhelghfs. Nc rack, excellent condition. 
agents. Asking $45,000. Asking S7,200. Phone 638. 
Phone 635.9043. 1919. 
(plO.4Jun) (p10"25may) 
: • (ps.23may) 
V/ ' - ~"'~,.; " '. '.,~*,,," ' :":" "" :: "': ' '  .... " ''~ " ' : :  
qu .............. , . . . ,  ~,~,~,l~r,.# ;4xuBBDROOJ~i~house~ ;in 
ONE ,& TWO BEDROOM Horseshoe area.'. Large 
Apts." Good rates.' Call sundeck, garage, largerec 
• manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635-4547. 
(acc21dec.ffn 
I I I 
KEYSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
UNDER'NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
I, 2, and 3 bedroom 
sultan available. 
Spacious '&  clean. 
Extras Include: . Heat, 
hot,  water, laundry 
fecllltles, storage locker 
& parking. References 
required as Of Fob. 1"14. 
PieaM phone 635-5224. 
(acc251an-ffn) 
ONE BEDROOM 
basement suite. $300 
month Including utilities. 
Call 635.6733 after 5pm. 
(p2-18,22may) 
MANORVILLA 
APARTMENTS 
Starting at $~ 
Carpeting, Appliances, 
Drapes, LaundrY, 
Parking, Security. 
PNON E ~ ,  
(acc.ffn.tuee&frl) 
i I II 
NOW Management 
off~rl 
Rsdu¢ed Rates 
aftbe 
MANOR VILLA 
APARTMENTS 
SterLing at 
S2tS.00 
These apartments on 
Kanney & Agar offer: 
--w.w cerpatlng 
--2 oppllances 
- -drel~ 
--laundry fanilifles on 
every floor 
--plenty of parking 
• -4ecurlty system 
FOR MORE ' 
INFORMATION 
PLEASE PHONE ' 
63941L1 
(tit n0v.29.83) 
I 
BIRCHWOOD 
APARTMENTS 
Two bedroom suite 
available 
- -qu ie t ,  spacious, 
~downlown locallly 
.--adult only 
--security entrance, 
private parking 
--large balcony. 
1:o view piaMe phone 
&18.4422. 
(pl0.2Smay) 
TI II 
52 Pmpef t9  
fo~ Scale 
WATERFRONT 
PROPERTY 1.36 acres, 
198' fronting on lake, level 
building site, road access, 
treed, west stde Lakelse 
Lake. Phone'769.5932 or 
write: Homeowner, 2645 
Thacker Dr., Kelowna, 
B.C. VlZ 'IWS. 
(plO.ljun) 
LAKEFRONT 
PROPERTY on north end 
Lekelse Lake. Offers to 
$18,580. Phone 635-5990. . 
(plO;19mey) 
.54 Business 
Prope~tg 
I II 
FOR RENT- -  S,000 sq. 
ft. retail store., Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson . best show 
windows in town . for 
further information 
)hone. 635.5333 during 
)uslness hours. 
(aCc4.aprll.ffn) 
BY OWNER commercial 
property on Hwy. access, 2 
large lots. & 2100 sq. ft. 
building will co0slder any 
reasonable trade end wlll, 
finance 0p to'half, Phone 
635,7824 8-9 p.m.: ~' 
~;.=:,:.:: . (p10.31may) 
SUPPORT 
THE 
TERRACE 
LITTLE 
THEATRE> 
1979 FORD Pickup F150. 
One owner. Excellent 
condition. 26,000 original 
mlles. Asklng prlce $4,000 
firm. Phone 635.7851. 
(p10-22may) 
G.M.C. van. Bide only. I 
Call Red or Ann at 635- | 
2261 between 8:30 a.m. I 
& 5:00 p.m. I 
(acc10-38may) I 
FOR SALE-- 1978 
G.M.C. Chev t/= ton 
pickup. For bid 
inquiries call Rod or 
Ann at 635.2261 between 
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
' (acclO-30may) 
mm~l 
i 
59 mobi le 
Homes 
• ] III 
FOR SALE,  New 14x70 
mobile homes. Priced as 
low as S23,000. All trades 
considered. Phone 635.2907 
or 638.! 396. 
(sff) 
BARGAINI 24'x48' mobile, 
air conditioner, root celler, 
quality carpets, Insulated 
blinds, porch, evetrough - 
landscaped garden. Phone 
Sunny Kelowna 762-4614. 
(p5.15,22,29,$, 121une rues 
only) 
FOR SALE-- 1966 10x45 
Twentieth Century mobllq 
home with addition. 
Purnlshed or unfurnished. 
Phone call 635.7338. 
(P20-151uoa) 
1972 12'X68' 3 BEDROOM 
mobile home. Fenced yard 
with 2 storage sheds, 
Appliances negotiable. Set. 
up & skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court. Asking 
S18,900. Open to offers. 
Phone 635.3705. 
. . . . . . .  .,, (p3-23may) 
8236.  . :  
(pS-25may), 
I 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests . 
Forest Service 
NOTICE 
• Regarding Examination 
for Llcence to Scale Logs. 
Examination for Ilcence 
to scale logs In the Interlor 
will be held at Terrace. 
The examlneflon will be 
preceeded b~' a scaling 
course. 
P lace:  Northwest  
Community College, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling Course: 
May 28 to June 1 inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Date of Scailng Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The course of Instruction 
must be attended by 
persons currently holding 
an "Appointment of Acting 
Scaler". To these persons 
the examination Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
will be charged on 
examination fee of $40.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (F.S. 87,1969) 
must be completed and 
available for presentation 
at the examination. These 
may be obtained from the 
Instructors during the 
course or from any District 
Manager's Office. 
Persons wishing to at- 
tend the course are 
requested to register by 
contacting one of the 
following Ministry of 
Forests district offices. 
Terrace 638-8841 
Hazelten 842-6581. 
V.M. Strain 
Acting Regional Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
(accU.2S may) 
Sheriffs Sale 
Warrant of execution 
against the goods of the 
debtor. 
I have seized and will offer 
for sale by sealed bid ell 
the right title and interest 
in the un~ler~)otecl goods of 
Mr ~J .~n~)J~Lay.j; On e-1975 
GMC Truck with four 
whe(~l ~' *'dr'l*~e'.' Serial 
No.TKY1451509072. 
TERMS OF SALE: Bids In 
writing marked "BID ON 
SHERIFF SALE" are to 
be submitted to the un. 
derslgned by twelve 
o'clock noon., May 25, 1984. 
The goods may be viewed 
by contacting the Sheriffs 
office in Terrace, B.C. 
Any bid may be rejected. 
638-1111 
Gordon Bellman 
Deputy Sheriff 
Court House 
Terrace, B.C. 
(acc6-24mey) 
69 
Tenders 
I 
PROPERTY FOR 
SAKE BY  TENDER 
The  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  Bu i ld ings  
Corporation (the "Corporation") 
invites Tenders .to Purchase the 
following Land end improvements. 
LOCATION: NO,Y KIIIopo Slrent, 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 15, 
Block 205, D.L. 6033 and 6036, Range 
S, C.O. Plan 3578. 
DESCRiPTiON OF IN' 
PROVEMENTS: Single Family 
Residence comprising 1098 sq, n. 3 
bedrooms. Carport. Natural gas 
heat. 
LAND S!ZE (APPROXIMATE): 
0.16 ac. 
All offers must be submitted to 
the office of the Building Manager 
on its Offer to Purchase form in a 
sealed, clearly marked envelope, no 
later than 2 p.m. June 0, 1984 
together with a certified cheque 
payable to the Corporation in the 
amount of 10 per cent of the offer. 
This deposit shall be credited 
towards the purchase price if a 
tender is accel:ded. ThoseOffers to 
Purchase not received by 2 p.m. 
June 8,1964 shall not be considered. 
The highest or any bid will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Seporate Offer to Purchase forms 
may be obtained from the office of 
the Building Manager, British 
Cblumbia Buildings Corporation, 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
VaG IK7 (Telephone: 6~.1191). 
For further Information, please 
contact Mike Sampson In Victoria at 
3117.7302, 
(acc3.24may) 
~___--o ach l t la l l  
Apa,tm.nts 
. r . , . . . t  :,#,.,. I,':,., " - . .  
¢.,#,tt~.f, J,.pl, .aJ,,c.,,, #=,~tnf, 
• #...e.., ,....! e ,f ie.., ..,J..e " ' " 'e"  
p, ( . . ,  mammf,,  -.nld~me 
688-S248 
in a state of panic. He had 
accidentally dropped his 
rhinestone-studded glove 
--  his trademark -- in the 
toilet. The glove was fished 
out, washed, blow-dried 
and returned to Jackson. 
That was It. although 
Michae l ' s  c loses t  
associates privately cring- 
ed when he blew kisses to 
the audience that night. 
Q. We hear  that  
Kather ine  Hepburn,  
underneath that super- 
classy facade, is Rally 
quito "frugal. Can.this be 
true? -- K.L. 
A. Kate's New England 
upbringing left her with a 
keen understanding of the 
value -- and the power -- of 
a buck. But she's no t 
Ughtwad. During the film- 
ing of her latest movie, 
"The Ultimate Solution of 
Grace Quigley," for exam- 
ple, Hepburn insisted on 
having her own makeup 
person brought in from 
England. The producer 
gagged, explainIng the ix- 
ira charges would come to 
MI0,000. Kate whipped out~ 
her checkbook and dashed 
eft the I80,000 fee to cover 
the makeup' artist. The 
producer, duly Impressed, 
gave Hepburn a larger 
percentage of the movie's 
potential profits. 
Q. We recently saw Helen 
Reddy in concert, and were 
shocked to see how run-down 
looked. Is there anythin~ 
seriously wrong? -- J.K. 
A. Nothing serious, Just 
overwork. And the last year 
hasn't been the smoothest 
~for Helen. For., one ~thing, 
~Reddy Is42 and showing it -- 
~:lcefully; but still looking 
age. Then, too, her 
d ivorce from former  
baeband-manager Jeff Wald 
In ranked by one dsscrlptton 
am "Hollywood's dirtiest.' 
Domestically, things have 
settled own some for Helen. 
She's been married to Milton 
Ruth, the dummer in her 
backup band, for several 
months now. All seems well/ 
and the coul tie recently took 
a holiday i to Helen's 
native Aus la and New 
Zealand -- her first vacation 
in nearly three years. 
don't forget, the best reason 
of all for getting Idtched -- 
• Jerry's pregnant. The couple 
expects to welcome their 
first child by February, by 
wldeh time I bet they'll' be 
safety and conventionally 
wed. 
q. I understand that Sally 
Rand, the well-known strip 
per, makes her screen debut 
in"The Right Stuff," the big 
flick about our first U.S. 
astronauts. Can you tell me A.C. 
what her sexy routine is do- 
ing in a movie like this? -- 
C.$. 
A. First, let's, get your 
question on the track. Sally 
Rand, who passed away in 
1979 at age 75, wasn't really 
known as a si~)toaser; she 
was a ballet-trained dancer 
who performed discreetly to 
classical tousle such as 
Debussy's "Clair de Lime." 
In "The Right Stuff," Sally is 
portrayed by an actress ~ 
named Peggy Davis, ~- 
creating Sally's world. 
famous fan dance at a Texan 
bash hosted by ~ Vice 
P res ident  Lyndon B. :  
Johnson. Incidentally,. the 
real.life Sally made her 
screen debut during the 
19308 in "Bo lero , "  a 
melodl;ama co-starring 
Carole Lombard and George 
Raft, in which she presented 
her ladyllke, psekabeo fan 
dance for posterity. 
q. We hear Mlck Jagger'e 
finally decided to get mar-- 
RESIDENTIAL LOT SALES 
HALL IWCLL  AVE. 
3• I 
..... !-ii} :!!i ! ] 
'W l !  ,SON AVE.  
PRICE_S : LOT 3 S I8 .200,  
.5 $19.200, 
12 S18.975. 
CONTACT 13 S19.450. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PLANNING DEPT. 635-6311 
Q. Did Chr i s topher  
Reeve s beautiful live.In 
lover fInally get fed up with 
her non.married-mother 
status and throw "S,per. 
man" out of the house? -- 
A. For the last few years, 
Chris has been sharing h3s 
life wlth Gae Exinn, a 
former British models' 
agent. The couple Ilves In 
New York and London with 
their tour-year-rid son, Mat- 
thaw Exton Reeve. No, they 
still are not married. Chris 
reconfly took time off from 
filming a movie called "The 
Aviator" in Yugoslavia to fly 
bach to London where Gae 
pve birth to the couple's so- 
cand child -- a "super" Ih'l. 
Chris and Gae continue to 
live in anwedded bliss. 
BE WATER 
WIIE I  
N~mr sw/m 
IN 
L The Cenadlan Red Crou 80¢IMy 
Q. Is actor Paul Sorvlno 
serious when he says he 
secretly wants to be an opera 
stager?-- W.O. 
A. I asked Sorvlno that 
iuestton. "It's never been a 
ark with me," he replied. 
Yes, Paul is a serious 
ratle singer who is trying 
to turn a bebl: into 
much more than that after 
completing e TV. movie 
recently opposite boni 
Anderson, Sorvino. hustled 
PENTICTON SCHOOL 
OF HAIRDRESSING 
207 MAIN STREET, PENTICTON, B.C. 
V2A SB1. 
PHONE (204)493.2747 
1000 Hour Professional Hairdressing Course 
offered by top quality Instructors. 
Now taking applications for July 3rd Class. 
Spaces are limited. 
(Financial assistance Is available) 
TERRACE'S 
NEWEST & BES.T TOO 
Now at affordable Rates 
~]f'~-" ff-~" One bedr°°m at $3250a m°' 
/[1111~ Two bedroom at $360" me. 
- -A t t ract ive ,  spacious, extra storage room 
- -Beaut i fu l  appliances, t i led showers 
- -Love ly  cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large  balconies with screened patio doors 
- -Lots  of park ing,  recreation court 
- -Secur i ty ,  enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery  co-ordinated to w- -w carpets 
- -Walk ing distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented- close to schools 
- -Hospi ta l ,  convenience store, parks, 
car wash, al l  in area 
-$NO.IO move in allowance fir Hay 1 - 31 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
O 
Paae 14, The Herald,, Tuesday, May 22, 198~ 
Q 
L • • 
Showing their winn ing '  form, the 
Schulmeister team from Terrace, 
foreground, pull ahead of third place 
finishers Kitimat Booming Contractors, for a 
fourth victory at the Delta King Days raft 
race in Kiflmat on Sunday. 
Department of highways crews were out on 
Friday, putting the finishing touches to the 
road shoulders on the Kalum Lake Drive. 
Work on the road will ce, ntinue through the 
summer with pavement being applied as tar 
as the Cedar River Bridge. An ,August 
completion date has been set for the project. 
=4 
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Loving Con't Can't Mr. DrI .uD Reodlt Can't Can't Can't 
Family 
1 li'.=: ' "  RyIm'S : Hope 
12::: 
:15 Children 
All My 
Children 
Lift 
to 
Live 
'.' G--re, 
: HotpltoI 
• General 
I~L~ HOSI~ItII 
3~ wom.o 
: to 
• Woman 
~4~ Can't 
LIve 
:iS at 
11 
Creative Hot sesame inside.Out 
Cooking Potato Street Bookblrd 
Guess Search for sesteme Bioecope 
What Tomorrow Street Serf Inc; 
Noon Days All Nova Spread 
News of My Con'1 Your Wings 
Hour our Children Can't Africa 
Cent. Lives Can't Can't File 
Aix)ftler Another CBC News Wordshoo Guten Tag 
World World CBC NeWS Thlnkabout Wle GeMs" 
Another Another Take 30 Art Chest Ocsenus 
World World Take 30 Umbrella i Can't 
General Match Wok with American Understanding 
Hospital Game Yon Playhouse the 
Can't Match DO It Can't Earth , 
Con't Game For Yourlelf Con'| Can't i 
The Broskewly Young Cities Introduction 
Don Broskewey and . at Computers 
Herren Breekawsy mo War Voyage 
Show Oreskawov Restless ~on'~ CAR'S 
Fantasy People's So,uric Sesame Oaten 
ISIMId Court ' Smurfs Street Tag 
COR°I NeWSCOpI One Day Can't Self In. 
can't NewlcoDe' at S Time ! Con'l Thlnkebout 
Sewing Zig. Tho • ,  
Power zog Betsy 
Project Le Jour . Can't 
Universe ou Krlshna Can't 
.Avis de 
Recherche 
Alia 
BOU 
Boo 
Can't 
AU 
Jour 
le 
Jour 
con,t 
Can't 
Con*t 
Can't 
Back 
Street 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Le Tempe The  
de Vlvre Inglorl~s, 
Le Temha Bastards 
de Vlvre Can't 
Le Temps Can't 
d~ Vlvre Can't 
Oablno Con'f 
Boblno Con°t 
AU Jeu Earth 
AO Jeu Odyssey 
Although they finished nearly half an hour 
after the winners, the crew from the l i'ly Bird 
raft wero lust happy to make it across the 
finish line. They had hit a rough spot in the 
river further upstream and nearly dumped 
the raft, however, cool heads and skillful 
raftmanshlp saved them from a dunking. 
Ralph 
Reschke 
Photos 
B U S I N E S S  
IN lUUH¢I ,  
Wightman & Smith 
W!~S Insurance AgenciesLt d. 
322~ KALUM STR E ET. 63S-1~161 
I usiness clirector. l 
Total Business ServiCes 
IHTRODUCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES 10 = each 
638-8195~ m0 Ka=,, 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
I li IIq I 
BONDED & INSURED 
. ~ ~  t Planning a Halide, but having a 
care.Pr°blem finding Competent & Reliable 
TRY OUR STANDARD FEE 
OF (S&O0) PER DAY. 
We'also have other pa~;kage rotes 
' " ----7 Why Ruin a good holld'ay by worrying, 
Call Today end arrange for an up. 
. polntment. 
i i~  PHONE 638-8402 
125-4741. 
Skllaa Hall PIIOHO 
TtlTXt, D.C. 635"6/03 
FOR HIRE 
John Deore Sl0 Bacldm 
Water & Sewer lines, trenching 
and much more " 
1HORHlilLL EXCAVATlii6 
635-5347 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
, ~ STEVE R. CULLIS 
i 
TERRACE, O C, 
635.5211 r V~G dBI 
Complete Homecc.re 
Services 
- -YARD WORK - -PA  I NTIN.G 
- -HOUSESITTING - -WINDOWS,  
ALLOTHER MISC. JOBS 
' LOW & N EOOTIABLE RATES 
635-253? or 635'899.5 
MOBILE HOMES t' ~e~ 
on display in Pine Park ~.~.~,-~ I i  ~ 
setup, skirted, readyforoccupancy r " '~ '~ 
Energy Efficient & Affordable ~ (604)638-1437 
3889 Mul le r  Ave. ~ 635.9418 
NOR-BURD o 'p Sapphire. 
$+ Hair Design R.V .  REPAIRS  
/ \PARTS - NEW & USED • For appointment call 
| :: ; I  ALL'R V REPAIRS 0-' 638.1026 i ~ ,no,u.o.,nsur~no~C,aim~ ST"',STS r• 
L -~O' iO '~ . , -' Sharon Cleve-~-Joan Prince--Sandy Thomson 
,,S,.~,*eytBWeet 635-6882 4844 Loon Ave. ;e.r~o, B.c. voQ I.3 635-6945 
RB ELECTRONICS ' ~~;~d_~j~r~ i. -" .2 ,.: .'" ".'.~':;"-'~ :;;":-"-';'  : '".'.-,-"" ': :':'.-:"~"i 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, ~ . . . . . .  ' "  ;' : ;  "~i 
Zenifll, Lloyds, ' ' ? . l~ ' . -= . ;~_c=_~w. ' . -  . . . . . .  
Stereos & T.V.'s -~ '~~- '~- - -~- :~- .  ~.~, 
• ~ ~ ~  :~ 
TE RRAC E vv"= . . . .  
Windshield & Auto Glass I£BC Claims 
Specialists Haqdled 
DAVIDJ DEDILUKE ~ Promptly 
BPTISH COLUMBIA LANDSU~VEYOP, 
3305KENNEYSTPEET, 
TEPPACE. BC V8G 3G3 
638-14d9 
For 
471 I'A NTERPRISE 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
638.J 166 632.4741 
I I 
information on running your ad in the business, 
direct0ry c~ll 635 .6357 i~ 
I I I I ' I ! 
